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. from $10 to $.15, while the buyer is.
subjTHE ,ALDERMEN, WIPE
•
the general council for good and suf- .;e m ct to disruiseal fro office by J.
licient reasons. .T buyer is to re-OuT SEVEN sALooNs ceive $75 per month,- .a.nst on first1
1 reading of the ordinance being 
. . en, it initial ..passage was effected, •  , . 1 with the understanding that the al-
dermen thoroughly _scan the measure )
'
-Upper Board Refuses to Renew the
i between now and next session so aste see if they are perfectly eatisfi d e,
- . :,:.- ..., 1. .evoious, which were OE of Seven Saloons.
- •
NEIGHBORS PROTEST AGAINST THE RENEWAL OF THE LI-
CENSES AND BY UNANIMOUS VOTE ARE _USTAINED--
BY A RESOLUTION THE ALDERMEN SERVE NOTICE
THAT ANY SALOON VIOLATING THE LAW BETWEEN
NOW AND JULY WILL NOT OBTAIN A RENEWAL OF ITS
LICENSE.
THE LIGHT PROPOSITION NOT BEFORE
The board members took up the
saloon licenses of the grogshop pro-
prietors of the city, and started a
commendable measure of reform in
this respect, as seven applications
were rejected, which means the pro-
prietors will be warranted for doing
business without a license, if they!
open this morning. These places
were Henry T. Gal:man of 735 North
Tenth; A. V. Bauer of Ninth and
Washington; Charles Smiley of 130
Kentucky avenue; G. W. Bennett of
1340 Clay; Padgett and company of
• Thirteenth and Clay; J. A. Wood, of
Thirteenth and Clay and H. H.
Evans of Twelfth and Trimble
streets. Residents living around these
numbers petitioned the aldermen to
reject the applications on the ground
that the proprietors permitted women
and dsorderky crowds to congregate
at their places and render the nights
and days hideous. Of those rejected,
there was included all three places
at Thirteenth and Clay streets which
has been a source of much objection
for years. The license of all had
been passed on by the council last
month, and now considered by the
albdermen..
The other 96 licenses etre all
granted.
In continuing their reform in try-
ing to weed .init the objectionable
places, the all:barmen adopted a reso-•▪ lotion, which in strong and no unmis-
takable terms stated that next June
no license would be renewed for any
grogshop. where between now and
that time the bartender, proprietor or
clerk has been found guilty of violat-
ing the laws,
Tbe cemetery committee reported
the selection of Joseph Mattison as
sexton of Oak Grove, to fill the va-
cancy created by the death of the
late sexton, William Porteous. This
appointment was confirmed, while the
say engineer was ordered to make
a new map of Oak Grove, and have
price, set on the un-sold lots.
The city clerk was ordered to look
up the records and see if there had
been adopted an ordinance re-creat-
•ing the offices of city weigher, wharf-
master, city physician, etc., since
Paducah went into the second class.
finance committee was given
rity to bus two dozen pictures
gunboat Padocah, for use in
he departments.
auditor and city engineer were
directed to get up an itemized state-
ment, showing for what the mreet
bond money had been expended, in
detail. This is done in order to tee
how much is left for future improve-
ment*.
The anditor was ordered to pay
back money go people erroneously
assessed for city taxes and poll taxes
far' lust year.
To the !twittery committee was
passed a letter from J. IL Wright,
of Jacksonville, Fla., who wants to
Metal/ a garbage conning plant
here.4
• TIge sewerage committee was given
the question of extending the pres-
ent sanitary sevint-Tese - from the end
at Ninth and Jones, to Tenth and
Jones so there, souk) be connected
,there wish ttli;e flet department house
staneeng at the latter intereection.
The Paducah Carnival aseociation
was given the privileges for their
coming sprig festival, the omit as
heretofore. They are privileged to
retain the licenses concessionaires
vrOaid otherwise pay into the city
tresitury.
The printing comenttee was or-
dered to look into the advieshility
of pdblishing in bookform all the or-
eitinance and resolutions ever passed
by this municipality and now in
effect.
Aldermen Bell brought up the
question of who has authority to re-
dace the police force. The board
last month award for this depart-
ment only enough money to employ
about twenty patrolmen this year,
but the police commissioners con-
tinue using all the old men. Mr.
Bell said that at this rate the entire
quickly read over on presentation.
The aldermen concurred in the
council's notion granting City Engin-
eer Washington a two weeks' leave
of absence so 'he could go to Virgin-
ia to visit his father. He leaves to-
morrow or Sunday.
The appointment of Miss Bertha
Leming as city stenographer was rat
ified, elle taking tbg vacancy created
by the resignation df the former pub
lic stenographer, Mies- Bird Edring-
ton.
Mayor Yeiser informed the board
THE BOARD that he had signed the apportion-
allowance would be used up by No-
vember, and the others either be no
police or no money. „Finally they or-
dered to cut down the force, inas-
much as the commissioners refuse to
do so.
President Starks brought up the
questioti of the eligibility of Saunders
A. Fowler to sit on the board of
works, inasmuch as the latter is not
a resident of the city, but lives be-
yond the municipal corporate limits,
therefore disqualified from holding
the place. A legal report to this
effect was called for from the city
solicitor, who bae already reported to
the board of worioi on the question,
'but did not (mote the law. merely
saying the "social and business in-
terests" qualified anyone to sit on the
board, no matter if be does live out-
side the city
The raikoad committee was or-
deredsto see if they could not get the
I. C. to let its Cairo trains stop at
Broadway and Trimble streets in
coming into the city.
Dui-ing the session of the city al-
demise last night there was adopted
an ordinance whit+ creates a new
public office, that of "City Buyer,"
vho will have charge of making the
purchases when anything is bought
for every municipal deparemeote The
beyer is to get $75 per month and
the measure says he shall be elected
each December for a period of twelve
months, just like the balance of the 
electiveofficials chomp by the gen-
eral council. Whenever anything is
wanted by any of the depantments
the head of that branch of the gov-
ernment shall make a requisition up-
on the buyer, stating what he wants
and 'how much of it. The buyer is
to then insert an advertisement. one
time, in the official newspaper in-
forming the selling public and met-
chants what is needed by the city.
If the material desired costs over
$as, this advestisement is to be
made and parties then put in bide
with the buyer stipulating for wha
they will supply the municipality
with the articles. These bids are to
be received when there is more than
one firm here in the city dealing in
this character of goods. Where there
is only one local dealer the buyer is
to get his lowest figures. No eon
tract for material in to be made for
a period longer than the fiscal year.
The chief of the respective depart-
ment needing that material shall sign
the requisition and then sign a re-
ceipt showing the material had been
ptoperly delivered to 'him. The or-
dinance provides thateeehe president
of the councilmanic board shall se-
lect two members of this body, and
the president of the aldermen, one'
member of his body, these combined
selections -to compose a committee
of three, which stall look into all
contracts made by the city buyer old
see that material is gotten at the low
est pride and no-useless expenditures
are incurred. The committee is to
rport each-month what was bought
the preeeiting thirty days, the prices.
quantes, etc. The city buyer is to
also have charge of selling Whatever
useless material the municipality has
on hand and wants to get rid of. He
shall also make an -inventory pf all
material on hand in each department
and the chiefs of these teepective de-
partments who do not report to the
buyer before the inventory is made,
the articles lost or stolen, same shall
be charged up to the chief arid lie be
compelled to pay for it. AllOings
bought by weight shall be Weighed
osier the city scales. The buyer is. tO
also he inspector of weights, scale!
and measures- used by all merchants
selling by weights, scales and meas-
ures: If any citizen buying an ar-
ticle thinks he not wetting what
he should from the merchant the lat-
ter must permit the goods to be
weighed er measured by the buyer if
requested by the purehager. Any
city official purchasing public mater-
ial, (onside the buyer, lie to be fined
ment ordinance and also that prevent
ing Lewd women from entering sa-
loons. They are now law*. The
women are subject to fine and im-
prisonment on going inside a grog-
shop, while the proprietor or barten-
der ie susceptible to the same pen-
alty.
W. J. Gilsdorf, the city electrician
has resigned to go to Louisville and
become electrical inspector and rate
maker for the fire insurance com-
panies doing business in this state.
His resignation was effected and C.
0. Evertz named to temporarily fill
the place-. until the general council
meets to choose the permanent suc-
cessor.
The St. Louis people contemplating
*staying a new ice factory here pin
in a communication agreeing to furn-
ish the city with all ice needed for
(Continued on Page Five.)
BRICKBATS FLEW
BEN'NETT FIRED PORTER AND
THEY BOTH SCRAPPED
IT OUT,
Frank Mason Charged With iGetting
Goods and Money by False Pre-
tenses--Police Business.
Frank Mason, colored, was arrested
yesterday by Detective Moore and
Baker, on the charge of obtaining
money and goods under false pre-
tenses. Grocer J. D. Pulliam of
Ninth and Tennessee streets clams
that Mason came to him, and. claim-
ing 40 have a blacksmith shop at
Second and ,Jieffereon streets, said he
would the the grocer's horse and, fix
his wagon bed, if the latter desired,
and take it out in trade. Pulliam
advance Mason eightjefive cents, and
gave him Sets worth of groceries.
The grocer then sent his outfit to the
shop at that corner, but When the
work was done, a bill was sent him
for charges. It then developed
Mason did not own the shop, 90 he
was arrested.
Counter Charges.
Yesterday Rufus Ross, colored, and
G. W. Bennett, white; had a fight at
fatter's saloon on Thirteenth and
streets, where the negeb had
tr working. Both were arrested
by Officers Riegel s and Genwieux.
Bennett discharged Ross, and the
latter kreicked him ig the head with
a brick, as result of a quarrel en-
suing. Ross was arrested on the
charge of malicious assault, and got
out a warrant accusing Bennett of
striking him in the face. Bennett is
the salminist whose license to con-
tirnie business was rejected -by the
ehlermen last night.
Fugitiye Caught.
Yesterday Wallace Donner, col-
ored, was arrested at Eighth and
-Jones streets by Detectives Moore
and Baker, and tinned over to
Sherift•Dickson of Trenton, Tenn.,
who left in the afternoon with hit
man who is wanted there on she
charge of jumping the bond he ex-
ecuted to secure release of the charge
of selling whisky without a license.
The sheriff came • here yestefday
morning after hie man.
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the surrounding rivers. lie died
1 twenty-eight years ago. 
 I HoTEL
Mrs: Best was a firm believer an DEAL  • strict follower of the Christian pate. I beside Which was always strew! .s. E. F. Byng Has Passed ', happiness and joy by . her engelie -
! rpresence as she wended -her way iAway.
OF PADUCAL-3
BEST KNOWN WOMEN
Hylon Morrison, Who Took Mor-




With widespread regret will there
be learned by the entire community
that last night at 11:45 o'clock there
expired in her private ward at River-
side hospital, Mrs. E. F. Byng, one
of the city's most beloved and estim-
abk ladies whose many frieigds will
be caused deep grief by her dissolit--
tion.
The deceased had been sick for the
past few weeks with complicated ail-
ments affecting her stomach. She
was moved Morsday to the institution
from her residence, which she made
with her daughter, Mrs. James E.
Wilcox, of North Ninth between
Mbnroe end Madison streets. The
day following her admission to the
hospital she was operated on, and
for a while it seemed her condition
was much better, but/being quite ad-
vanced in age, and very weak, she
censinenced sinking -e-t evening and
at the hour rnentionell was taken to
her just reward by the Grim Reaper.
Mrs. .Byng was born in Linceln-
shire, England, sixty-nine years ago,
and when only twelve years of age
moved to this country with hen par-
nits, who finally settled. in Clinton,
Iowa, where else grew to young wo-
manhood. There chsring all6o she
was united 'or marriag4 to her hus-
band, and cause to this city to locate
..bout thirty years ago. Ever since
t Parkmab has been ,
in. for a short periotI
Mrs. Byng was one of those kind,
aobk and cherished creatures whose
very presence was plainly felt in any
community, as her daily walks tend-
ed towards upbuildment of every-
thino charlfable and good, arid 
diewasheld in very warm and close es-
teem by everyleely. She wasan in-
dulgent mother, devoted wife, kind
friend and true woman whose name
ie mentioned with reverence by all.
Religiously she was a close commtut-
icam end earnest worker for the
First Baptist church, ethic& now has
an empty pew never to be filled.
Besides her husband, who has been
lowed for mveraltheaYla k.
'located for several years in the lum-
ber business at Los Angeles, Cal.,
she is survived by two sons and
three daughters, they being Mr. John
Byng, Manager of R. G. Dun's com-
mercial agency at Springfield, Mo.,
Mr. Ben Byng, in business with his
father in California. Mrs. James E.
Wilcox and Miss Alice Byng, of this
city, and Mrs. Lloyd T. Wilson, of
Lotlieville, latter -swift of the well
known Baptist minister stationed:
there.
The body Will be moved neenhe
idence of her daughter 04"No vh
Ninth street for the ftiorat. ger oes
for which have not yet teen earn_
pleted
/ through life, ther .utmost aim being /
l in -the interest of her many beloved,frierels, who -found in the woman aleve'y ereatil-. -..-l-( — .;,,--• "" ' .
Alleged Petty Larceny.
A negro named Thomas :Trines was
arrested yesterday em the charge of
stealing $10 from R. L. Peacber, the
saloonfit, for whorl Jones worked.
Alleged Drunkenness.
This morning at one o'clock Offi-
cers Terrell and Goss arrested
Minion Meyers. white, on the charge
of being drunk. He was picked up
right outside the City 'Hall door, and
incarcerated.
Yesterday afternoon Officers John-
son and Hessian lotked lip poor old
Mrs. Aveeeny, who was beantly drunk
at First and Kenitra* aventft.
k
Another Good Vicialam4 .
This .morning at 13:15 ̀).c.'-e k thtrc
_
passed to her reward above, •an- ellerfitof this community's 'moo coi isec:ated
t.nd estimable Christian la ke was.
l'hil BC 411T 12̀ )Ine f on 'SouthSeemed 
sitiVkaf,;( white she
had been n glean ' num-
ber 
of years. Ale vd h for a 
her dissolu-
tion additions/ sorro





for a nurnber :of
and sadness





ars, being etrick-eo with patalikia about eight years
ago. 'She was a e ne get e•around
though, and at t es seemed much
"ere ,Tn't" 'necks ago she be-
ame neiPtels arni constantly grew







years ago, the -
and she as a
member of the Presbyterian ohurch
and will -14 sadly missed by every-
body. The Best home has stood on
.South Second street for-many years,
and is a histprical place noted for its
hospitality that hen -been shared by
hundreds. She is survived by two
children, they being Mrs. Lena Wil-
liams and Mrs. Anna Kennedy, teeth
sof whom *reside at the family -home.
She was ao aunt of Col. John T..
Donovan, the I. C. local representa-
tive, while two nieces survive, they
being Mesdames Agnes Lawhead and
John Higgins, of Akron, Ohio. All
'have the combined sympathy of the
city in their hour of deepest 'grief.
The funeral serviees have not yet
been made, but probabilities are they
will be held sometime. tomorrow.
Convalescing.
Dr. Richard Walker was 3resterday
morning able to leave ehe railroad
hospital, where he has been cone
tined the past three weeks with an
attack of fever. He left last even-
ing for hitelformer home in Dyers-
burg, Tenn., to spend a week or two
with his sister convalescing.
Discharge Tomorrow.
Adolph Lawrence, the Swede, will
tomerrow or next day be discharged
from- Riiversfde hospiral, Where he
Oa& bees for three weeks. He is the
man who sat down on the Union
depot platform, went to sleep and a,
passing engine struck him breaking
several ribs and the collar bone. .
Back Sprained. .
Fieeman Charles Osborne, -of the
I. C., is suffering fro ma painfully
sprained back at his 'home on West
Tennessee street. At Blackford, Ky.,
several days ago his engine was tak-
• the tender when another engine ran ib°telt, of
Roth, manager of the Great Northernitee water and lie was standing on
11Tto ahem and threw him violently 
the Windy City. Negotia-
•to the ground ten feet below. 
itions were then entered into with
. those gentlemen.1
CLOSED
PROPOSITION WILL BE SUB-
MITTED TO CHICAGO
CAPITALISTS.
If Accepted an Additional Story Will
Be Put On/The Palmer Or
An Annex Erected.
to this city to, her home dur-
ing t85o. Tows years thereafter
she was 
uniteln"'
n marriage to the
late Claptain oo Best, one of the
most nronlint"?` and widely known
steamboat ers ever handling




g orphan girl came
Doing All Right. 
-t Mr. Reed's lease on the property
does not expire until May 1st, 1907.
ja6441.1.soIsulorrison, the y9444, he leasing-the hotel building for his
'hostelry perPosee, but having nothing
to do with the theatre. At the end
of his lease he has the option of
five more years, but there is a clause
in the docinnient that if the building
is sold his lease is to become non-
operatiee at the end of every five
years, end he cannot take advantage
oi.rtNe 07FiTernss afor_ixtension. The
Outsiders are anxiouTs-les-asaise over
the peoperty right away, so *ithne
weeks' ago Mr. Reed submitted to the
board of directors of tile tympany,
showing the sum he won% sell his
furnishings and equipment, and give
TWO W op the intelepired fifteen months of
his tease, His proposition though
carries along with it the provision
that if the property is sold to the
Chicdgo parties, that he, Mr. Reed,
is to be preSiclerat of the new com-
pany that will be organized, and that
-he be the executive bead of the hotel.
He would hive his managers Olean
the active work.
This proposition M. Reed sub-
mitted some weeks ago, but the
board of directors had him to hold
it up until yesterday morning, when
he laid. it before them at their meet-
ing. The proposition is satisfactory
to the directors, and, today Mr. Fried-
man goes to Chicago 'to see if this
is suitable to prospective purchasers.
who are to give him un answer. If
it satisfactoreL the question will
be summated to the stockholders
of the old company. for a decision.
Mir. Reed -stated the deal had not
been ma& at all, as the afternoon
papers published it. He has been in
the businese for' years,. and always
personally managed everything, but
reriw he is eesiriesus of retiriteg to the
extent that he will be she executive
head only, and let the others look
after the detail work. He thoroughly
underetanda the calling end is one
of the beet known hotel men the
country over.
If the deal is made al/ the old
stockholders will be at liberty to
take as much stock a* they want in
the new concern, dwthich thea
either put the Additional story on the
-building, or ereet the annex. Thouto
awls csc dollars will also be spent
'in re-furnishing the. place, to make it
a first class hotel.
If the annex is built it will not cost
over $40,000, as only about fifty
roomc will be placed. in it. Mr.
Reed says it is an error where mks
fished $165,coo would. he spent ine-
pioving the property, tis that is
of rcathn.
th Meth- street, who
took morphine Wednesday night,
was all right yesterday and able to
be up and -around. le is claimed he
took it on account of mental suffes-ing as the re-sult of a lovers' quarrel.
He lives at that nember with his





Mr. Charles Reed and the ether
stockholders of The Paducah Hotel
cpmpany, last evening stated the af-
ternoon papers were a hole previous
in announcing nuiser flarieg headlines
that the company had sold' The Pal-
mer hotel building, and The Ken-
tecky theatre, to -Chicago capitalists
for $785;cloo. No deal'ebeteoever has
-been consuminstred', and things have
not reached. that end by-a long ehot.
-Mr. Joe Friedman :softy goes to
'Chicago to make a proposition to
capitalists there and returns here to
make a report, and the company will
then determine What to do.
Bar many months the company has
-been contemplating the enlargement
of the hotel building to accommodate
the increasing fussiness &rift tap by
Mr. Reed. who 'has followed the call-
ing all of his life. His idea is to
put another .thory on the present
hotel, while some think an annex
should be built, extending from
north side of the hostelry, over' the
entrance to The Kentucky. Many
conferences have .been held on the
subject, but finally some Chicago. 
capitalistswrote here that they
would lifre to buy the property, the




Miss Lrna liarris and Mr. EugeneKahn 're United in Wedlock
Yesterday.
Yeasvas., afternoon at 3.3o o'clock
• Lent ,Harris and Mir Eugene
fn were united in marriage at the
idenci, of the -bride irr 3eo North
th eist4h, the nuptials.,, being a
coal family affair, without astenta-
tioe, and witnessed by only, a few
-oteside the immediate resistive The
words binding the two vv....IL Taeown
youirieepeople were spoken by sRev.
Lovitch of Temple lsreal.
For two boors after the ceremony
the bride's parents-, Mr. and- Mrs.
Louis -Harris, entertainee with a
charming reception tendered the
many friend's' who called in large
nuniebers to greet the newly wedded
pair and extend to thelp the combined
wishes for a long and-ltappy marital
career. At 6:10 o'clock last evening
the happy pair left for a several
weeks bridal tour through the South,
,htoerereturn and take up their home
Both the contracting parties' are
amongst the city's Most prominent
and leading young peorAe, and have
hosts of friend*. The dainty and cul-
tured bride is one endowed with an
unusually precious and mild man-
nered dispotion of netsch charm and
attraction, and is greatINdmirodi by
all here for her sweet characteristics
and striking type of hiauty.
- The progressive and permitter groom
is one of Micheal Bros.' leading
traveling representative*, and is one
of the best known young business
men of this section where his travels
career him.
011ie James Out.
Washington, Feb. 8. —presenta-
tive 011ie James, veto has been ill
several dayss was :sitfficiently im-
proved yesterday to attend the 'house
session, although' he will n.ot speak
on the rate bill as he had irilctided,
. •
1
SCRATCH BY WIRE IS FATAL.
Carlyle, 111,-Feb.. 8.--Maa. James
Midi, wife of Judge Allen, is dead
from blood poisoning caused by -es







Comes Along- With His
Monthly Forecast
HIS BRAIN IS ALL
IN CONFUSION.
Overlooked an Invitation List 
.For





Because Of the important thin
gs.
About to be enacted,
.Mee brain is all confusion and
111y thoughts are all distra
cted.
Dirk Vales is on the Rosalie,
By Calhoun couney's bord
er,
And hopes to rout Cullom's 
ceowd,
. In tumult and disorder.
But while he flounders in the
 mud.
And' while the north wind fre
ezes,
Oom Shelby's down in Florid
a
To sniff the balmy breeze
s.
The King of De)Meark's lying 
dead,
And royalty's in mourning.
And Castro shrieks a wild defi
,
While France's menace scorni
ng.
The packers trust is in the 
courts,
To fight their legal battle,
But still it's plain that they 
control
The price of hogs and cattle.
The Standard Oil is now at b
ay.
John Rockefeller's vanished
And from Missouri, so the
y say.
The trust will soon be ban
ished.
But what are candi'd'ates or ki
ngs,
The beef trust's greely mali
ce.
Besides the happinees that now
relongs to Nick and Alice?
I ees drink felicity and health
(Stand to your glasses st
eady!)
To this enchanting white ho
use maid
The girl whose dud is Te
ddy!
And everyone, both high and
 low,
In hovel Or in palace,
Will join us in wishing joy.
And health to Nick and Al
ice!
During this month Alice Roo
se-
velt's wedding will he the chie
f topic
of conversation at the mother's 
meet-
ing and the culture clubs. W
e will
frankly state to our readers t
hat we
do not expect an invitatio
n to the
wedding. We have it from 
good
authority that Teddy intende t
o snub
us on political grounds. It i
s strange
that the president of the 
United
States wilt carry his politic
al preju-
dices into domestic matters 
in this
way! There is' one consolation. 
how-
ever. The revolving six cru
et caster
we had picked out for the 
wedding
present will not have to be 
bought
or paid for!
While we write these foreca
4ts we
can heir a strange rtmeble an
d roar
coming &len to us from the 
North,
but we can't tell whether it 
*ek
Yates opening his campaign u
p
Calhoun county or whether it
 is the
backbone of winter breaking. 
We
are inclined to think it is the 
latter
for the fibres have been hollering
 here
a snake was killed., a buzzard 
has
been seen and the fish worms 
hive
appeared above ground.
;Hail to the montn in which th
e
ground hog makes his spiel th
e
month in which he ardent love
r
shows his zeal in sending picture
d
hearts with arrows piercing thr
ough.
and naked- paper cupids looking col
d
and blue,. Hail to time month when
Washington was born, who never.
never toldl 1 falsehood-in a horn!
 In
February gieese and ducks are said
to mate and human geese someti
mes
assume the married state. It is th
e
month When candidates with hope
-
ful mien and anxious faces on
 the
public streets arc seen. They sla
p
the voters on the back in jolly 
style
and cultivate a winsome 
captivating
smile. The jolliest, friendliest man
that ever tempted fate, is this sa
me
' sanguine. hopeful: gracious candidat
e.
But when the campaign's ended-and
he fails to score, no other -man 
oft
earth can feel so vexed and sore!
His winsome smile is gone, supplant-
ed by a frown, and long and lou
d' he
Cusses those who "threw him dow
n:-
After 'ground hog day which will
come this year on Friday, the end.,
the most-interesting day in February
will probably be St. Valentine's day.
When the writer of this, literary gem
was co•nsielicrably younger and more
romantic than he is now he imagined
be was in love with a fair-hred
blondette who was, aa lovely as 
a
summer dream and then some. In the
language of the gushing Nick Long-
werth, we regarded her as "the sun
of our life." But the girl was a little
careless in son*things, and on St.
Valentine's day we sent her the fol-
lowing glowing rhapsody:'
1) maiden fair, with golden hair,
You are my 'heliotrope;
The bee that sips your ruby lips.
You fill plume fell of dope. •
I am your bee 'asyou can see,
Your gracious presence cheers.
Put maiden fair with golden hair.
Pray wash your emir and ears!
• •
The "mai(ben fair' recognized 'the
handwriting, however, and fired 'hark
the following answer:
It, plain to me you are no'hec
And I am not your flower,
So teat* me quick. You make me sick.
Don't hunt me every hoer.
I )011.1! 50 ireli'eerter,
Take ma, advice. you'll cut n
o ice
Unless you wash yottr feet!
That cured as of love's 
young
dream and came near maki
ng us a
woman hater. Three days' after 
St.
Valentine's day comes the w
edding
of Nick and Alice.. We do 
hope that
Nick will prove a goote !hus
band and
that Alice will not have to 
buittt the
tires or milk. The American 
people
will be so forged out with 
the wed-
ding festivities that we fear 
they will
forget to observe properly th
e cele-
bration of the !birthday o
f the
Father of His Country. Had
 it not
been for Patrick Henry, th
e great
American aevocate and orato
r, the
identity of the father of this 
great
country would probably n
ever have
been discovered. Patrick He
nry was
determined that the United St
ates of
America should not go thr
ough life
branded as a nullius felius so 
'he filed
an information in thee Hanov
er coon
ty .court, charging Georg
e Washing-
ton with being the respons
ible party.
George fought the paternit
y suit with
great vigor, claiming t
here were
others, but the evidence wa
s convinc-
ing ..nd Patrick Henry 
won 'his case.
In summing up the evide
nce, he trad,ç
one of the greatest spee
ches ever
head in Virginia. It was i
n this speech
that he used the memor
able words:
"The next gale that swee
ps from the
north will bring the s
ound of the
jibes and, jeers of our 
enemies, who
will say our country h
as no daddy.
I care not What oth
ers may think
but as for me, give m
y country a
daddy or give me deat
h!"
Ever since this famous 
trial George
Washington has been 
known as the
Father of His Country.
There will be a total 
eclipse of the
moon Februery 8, visib
le here unless
it is cloudy, in'which 
case it will not
he visible here, Ther
e will also be a
partial eclipse of the 
sun February
22d, visible to the 
regions around
the South Pole. We w
ill not go there
to see it unless th
e roads get bet-
ter. The -month will 
end on Wed-
nesday, the e8th, 
and then the
farmers will begin to 
grease the:r
gears, but it will be 
eeveral weeks
after that before the 
'women can wear
peek-a-boo waises or 
open work
stocking-C. W. Bliss 
in Montgom-









 What She Say
s
Are Some Facts in 
Connection
With the Incident.
Several weeks ago Ju
dge Lightfoot
removed Mts. Bertie
 Wilbur as ad-
lininistratrix of the est
ate of her late
neether, Mrs. M. J. 
Tlionrpson, and




dolph, ssho then tiled 
"suit in etei cir-
it court for legal 
settleenent of the














tide that need corre
way do I. blame you fo
the article referred to, for
lith the news as it was re
am sure you will not hesitate
iish these facts. I was bor
rtared in .Paducah apd my f
would not appreciate the thoug
h
me resting under the shadows t
said atricle evit over me.
Blest. My mother, Mee. M. J
nonips.ri, died January 12, leos,
little more than one year ago
-not
a few years ago as is sta:s.d in
article.
2. My mother made me admin-
ietratrix of her estate by her la
st
will, in which will it it distinctly
stated that her property should 
no:
have a forced sale, or be brought in-
to the courts and all spent in the
cost of litigation.
31-(1.. I am not in Arkansas and
have not been since I qualified as ad-
nunistratrix, and Judge Lightfoot,
the heirs and all the creditors know
that my headquarters have been in
Houston, Texas, Kali Hardy str
eet.
4th. Judge Lightfoot has served no
legal _notice upon me at any time
about making an account of the bust
ness of mhther's• estate. According
to the will I was not required to
give any account of these matters
until the estate Was settled, which I
would have gladly done then. I 
as-
sure the honorable Judge Lightfoot,
if he wants to know anything about
the estate I would readily give hint
eny information.that I may have.
sth. I have not absented myself
from 'Paducah to keep from attend-
ing to the business of the estate, I
teas anxious to settle it up, but I
saw no use .of putting the estate ti,
the expense of going there when
thete was no need of my presence.•
64th. I hav'tried to keep the prop-
erty rented, and have also had it for
sale. A so-called friend of the es-
tate requested me to let 'him look
after these affairs, and promised not
to charge a cant for it. He collected
rents whidi he has never paid over
to the .state, and there were othgr
irregularities,. etc., and I dismissed






















‘Viten the Lyman 1,1, Howe cop-
catty begin their engiageinzent there to
&Ott they will be greeted by a large
audience, judging from the advanc
sale at the box office Yesterday.
Mr.1-lowe's picture Show this sea-
son is said' to be the best in the
world, as no other company has gone
to Ole expense and time to make
their attraction one of equal merit.
Mr. Howe 'has spared no expense and
has searched the uttermost parts of
the earth to present an array , of
features full of beauty and surcharg-
ed with wealth of interest, knowledge
and amusement that surpasses
An exchange in speaking of the
show has the following to say:
The education value of suet' an stage,










During thee engagement Mr. Dud- I •
ley promises to give the Paducah;
theatre-goers an entirely new line of pecial Sale
plays, with, high-elass vatidevilie spec 
•
iagieseonotion pictures and illustrat•
ed songs between' each act, so ther
e
will be waits always somethin
g
Cluing.
Ladies will be admitted free on
Tuesday night when accompanied by
a person holding a paid thirty cent
ticket, prpvided it is purchased be-
fore 5 p. in. Tuesday afternoon, Seat
sale opens at the box office of The
Kentucky Monday morning.
U,)
A Gran Attraction Monday
'Before "The Maid and the- Mum-
my," which is to be the attraction
 at
The Kentucky on Monday night was
presented for the first time on any




Miss Janet Preist with "THE MAID AND
THE MUMMY," at The Kentucky Monday.
SEATS NOW ON SALE.
•"•trtttrt'  " e• •InetrO .
.:=1=••eteete"titttnt2ttttett
e==ete
over estimated. The wonderful pow-
er of Lyman H. Howe's Lifeoram
e
to bring directly before one the m
ost
distant parts of the earth, sea, an
d
even sky, was never better exemp
li-
fied. It seemed incredible that Boe
ton with its commrcial and politic
k
bustle could possibly be within on
e's
horizon. The came program is wel
l
worth seeing twice over.
The company will be at The Ken-
tucky tonight and Saturday afgh
t
with a special matinee for children
at 2:30 o'clock Saturday afternoo
n
Bomar Than Ever.
Is the "Dudley Dramatic com-
pany," Which comes to The Ken-
tucky for five nights next week be-
inning on Tuesday night with mat
inees on Wednesday- and Saturday.
cal and electrical effects and
 proper-
ties. Ve'ith one exception, there
 has
been no parallel in the hist
ory of
the American stage to this exeendit-
tire. However, the wisdom of 
the
managers was apparent for "T
he
Maid and the Mumitty" plaYed)
 to
$423,000 in the fiftyw eeks last 
sea-
son and the royalties alone 
'have
bee nennugh to make the au
thor,
Richard Carle, independently ,rio
h.
So great was the sucess of this
 mer-
ry musical melange in this city t
hat
it has been secured for a return 
en-
gagement this season. The piece 
re-
turns with practically the same ,
-ast
as last season, but %vial a I ast
homer, shapelier and livelier ci:orus
than ever. Two new songs have
her nadded and some new joke, and
dances interpolated by Mr. Carle.
him from such pretended free serv
ices. A sale was once agreed upon
with a certain party, I signed the
deed and sent it back, but other pa
-
pers sent with the deed .I refused t
sign, because I had no authority
;tom the court V the heir thus in-
voleed. Hence they refused to at-
cept*The deed.
'7th. When I read in the paper that
Judge Lightfoot Iliad dory the an-
heard of thing of sitting aside moth
er's will without the least proveca
tion, and appointed Mr. Felix Rio
e4-0 h, public administrator, I wrote
Mr. Rudolph I would render him all
the assistance I could and give 'him
any information in my possession
about the 'estate, so it, scents quite
strange tome that if ihe had been le-
gally appreiroed that he should blot-
to bring -uit against me and other
heirs for a settlement, when the ar-
ck statee that the heirs are anx-
us for a settlement, and I wrote to
that 1 aleo v.as anxious to has' •
estate seftled up, if I could do
vithout having to pay a lot of
claims in order. to get it done.
Reepeitfully,
MRS. BERTIE WILBUR.









e. Opened For New





et the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad 
hojntal, there will be




board of (iirecto;'s)for That institution,
they being 










<nit or two other/.
frh,is rig 'the ra 
tileting held every,
three trionths by
hove' charge of t
manage it in the
siente department's
etheins°tffigituitaiollniNhanid;
erest of the var-
vhich. they repre- DRUG STORES.
sent. During the *here
 tilt
be submitted the 
annual report for 47 at 
al & Clay Sts., Dhow S.
Jackson Sts- Pim* $37
1905, sittrwing hoy
i many people 
were
cared for at the hospital, how :teeny
eintined inside the building, and how
many treated at their home. ti,• c
ost
of maintaining the hospital, an su
ch
other ,data ofnteres1 that ha been
.
gotten tip by The assistants fi
nder
direction of Chief Surgeon NI lt 7 rai
l.
Last summer bids were taly-n 
in
some improvements to be made
the 'building and grounds, and to
day
the directors expect to open
 these
scaled pritposals and do som
ething
towards letting the contracts 
f the
work a-hich is badly needed. 
They
will doubtless provide for 
adrCi,ional
equipment about the laund
ry and
heating deparanents, and also 
far an
isolated building for contagio
us eases.
Have Pnryear, of Abstract 
Com-





Office over Globe Bank and T
nsst
Co., 306 Broadway.
Mrs. E L Whiteaidef,
OSTEOPATH.
6col/e Broadway.






THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPE
R THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLI
C. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BO
RD1.R TO MATCH
FOR THE srALL SU:st OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN
 Fit.
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARe: SE
LLING AT 6 CENTS FL.
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ON
LY t/Ac PER SINGLE ROLE
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL
, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOM
E DESIGNS AT sc, toc, I5C, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL 
ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLIIL- NEW PA NEL
L EFFECT, INGRAIN:.4
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND-EVE
RY CONSIEVI:ABLa:
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS
 TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSO
ME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS.. THE
 VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALS
O CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICT
URE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKLAND BUIL
DING AN DROOFING
PAPERS. .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE L
INE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREA
T YOU RIGHT AND
GIVR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MO
NEY.
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
112.1111011,011111111110111b 
11111 The /Largest Fortune...-.
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today




You can start for $1. We pay four









130 SOUTH THIRD ST. 
PADUCAH. Kt'
MAIN, [Mat at CO, 
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL &TATE AGENCY'
ACDUCAH REAL ESTA'rk• WES
TERN KENTUCKY MARC. EMI
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR
 INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOUR
NAL AND rRic2 UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR
 IT.
ir.DGA q VV. WtrITAIOR s. Pachaumh, IA.
++++4,41.4.4•11H444444444444444
4, .444+.4444+++44+++4P++++++,
Not a drink, but a c'easonable pr
ep- ,t
aration *specially adapted for c
ough* +

















Steam and Hot Wter Heating.

















tinuance. Very pale tines are shown
and gray, especially "Queen's Gray"
is very prominent, and at the same
time; crimson flourishes in plain silks
and also in millinery. Pale blue, par-
tietilaly "Alice blue" is seen in lin-
gerie mites and in eyelet work for
crowns of bats as well. Pink can
never die, and green is almost an
essential in spring millinery. BrownDress Materials, for Stylish Tailor always has its notaries and lielio-
Suits, Voiles, Eoliennes, New Suits, trope remains in favor.
All sorts and sizes of bats are inSpring Silks, Thin Fabrics, Colors,
Spring Millinery.
Wool dress materials for spring are
• especially charming. from) •their soft,
silken texture and delicate colorings.
It evould *tem as if the reign of pro-
mounced colors was over, yet certain
lines _at lean fabrics show very de-
cided shades of blue, crimson, pink,
heliotrope. Foe the stylish
tailor suit, checks in very pale hues
are in the lead, while stripes, dots or
plain suiting's brigg. up the rear, or




wish checks. In the latter, the variety
is wonderful, over checks on checks,
* or when scarcely percrptiblearecalled
cheeke.- Dots on checks
.helong.to last season's novelties, the
blending shows single dote form-
in squares at regular intervals.
Wiles -are very prominent in solid
'colors, figures or checks and Eol-
ienne* plain, striped or in Jaccard
figures are also prime favorites.
White and black ehecka of varinus
• size, are considered valuable by con-
noisseurs, and the remit-annual boom
,regarding plaids is in full operation.
White serge positively declines to be
overkooked, and already stylish suits
of this useful material are displayed
I by leading tentacle Plian silk re-
mains standard, and designers feel a
certain degree of safety at this sea-
son of transitilee in making up
silk suits. One of pongee color, had
a circular skirt trimmed with folds
• of the same, and a "pony coat,".
Soutache, embroidered in Greek &-
Sign. trimmed thy coat. between
stvaped fokis of the material and alse
formed a heading for the fokls of the
skirt.
Anotrier suit in a light-shade of
corn-flower blue, was mode with a
smart little bolero, and its border
and the &Ilene trimmings, were of box-
plaited or quilled ruffles (new this
season) with .heading of the heavy,
narrow lace galeens, that are also a
Spring feature. The only actual
novelty that has yet appeared is the
"pony coat," coming about three
inches below the waist, and this is
intended as a rival for the Eton, but
'the former does not admit of such
fanciful trimming as the latter, there-
fore the sway of the Eton is undimin-
litre& Thus it may be inferred that
no pronounced changes are as yet
noticeable, the Empire and Princets
styles remaining in full force
Spring Silks.
The predominance of gray and
white chine 'silk's, and back and white
effect's in checks, stripes and, figuret
indicates ,the trend of faehion fof
spring in eilks. But there are also
radium" silks in black, with wrap-
print Tome deSigns in natural colors;
radiant {milord.: in delica•te tints
with neat designs in black or white;
printed crepes de Chine mull chiffons
and tich brocades in large, floral de-
signs and satin stripes.
Sheer Stuffs.
Chief among these arc the beautiful
• printed cotton and silk and cotton
• organdies with white grounds, over
which are scattered flowers and foli-
age ag natural as if just culled from
the garden. Side by side with these
are alluring embroidered Swiss tous-
• ling in pale hoes with white designs.
There are also dainty embroidered
goods by the yard, embroidered robes
in sheet- fabrics, and heavy linens as
well; also embroidered boxed waists
of rare delicacy and beauty. No
ht-w. ight material is more atteac-
. tive thaa chiffon voiles, whinh in gen-
eral appearance closely resemble
'high-grade organdies, and all these
Iheautiful spring and sennitner ma-
ter'cali shown by Lord & Taylor, are
d'irtguishect by an unequalled
variety, noarelty, and elegance of de-
sign.
Illustration.
'Thanks are due the 11TeCall Co.,
makers and designer, of fashion for
thandsome illustration shown above.
The statue of colors is trot yet
settled, and She decline of the
l'iwhite fad" is predicted, although
the newest waists indicate its con-e .
the showing of spring millinery, and
evidently the indented 'brim will con-
tinue to conceal defects, and revtal
now charms. Mohair braid plateaux
mi/Lftslfill this mission as so far the
closely woven straws, such as Pana-
ma, -chip or Leghorn have plain brims
or turned up only at one side. The
small, 'high-crown narrow-brimmed
sailor is the newest shape shown;
there are also ehapies embodying the
-high derby crow-n which 'has received
a :•1
Leglionts conic iii flats, and also in
small shapes, and new sailors of col-
ored eyelet work, with insertion and
!are ruching at the edge of the
01101 8.1111
brim, with a huge . lane rosette at
the front and two white wings (turn-
ing backwards) are very jaunty for
young girls. While the larger pro-
portion of hats will be smal or of
medium size, some ver large ones
with flat crowns are among advance
styles.
FANNIE FIELD.
The serious illness of our corres-
pondent delayed the letter a week.
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Quests.
The Courier-Journal is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad. nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana. all' expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "Tee OM Ken-
tucky Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from each district unto be the
one to make the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
In another way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal are to select the
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about $15,-
coo to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnses. There may
be a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tour.
Write the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Ky., for a list of candidates and full
details of the tom.
SELL PROPERTY
ED WOOLFOLK TRANSFER-
RED LAND TO FURNITURE
COMPANY
Yesterday in the county clerk's of-
f ce there was lodged a deed wherein
Eclward Woolfolk transferred to eh:
Paducah Furniture Manufacturing
company for $5,e00, three pieces
property, two plots being on South
Third street between Tennessee and
Norton, and one being an island out
in the Tennessee river above 'this
c•ty some distance.
Sallie B. Kimbrough purchased
from F. V. Kimbrough for $1 and
other considerations, land lying in
the county.
A. F. Darden' transferred to C.
W. Vance for $esd) land lying in the
Maxon's Mill section of the county.
John Doherty bought from Rich-
ard and Edward Terrell for $soo,
property in qve Terrell Fountain
park addition.
Thurman & Lindsay sold to J. R.
McIntyre for $9215, property on
Twenty-second street between Trim•
ble and Lindsay*
,Wilson Etsate.
Cora Harris waived 'her right to
qualify as .administratrix of the es-
tate of her brother, Allen Wilson,
colored, and it was then ordered in-
to the hands of Public Administra
tor Felix G. Rudolph.
VICTIMS IN TIMES OF PEACE
Said ''hat Railways Hill and Mains
More Sten Than the Blood-
iest of Wars.
When the young men of the coun-
try are called forth to war, they marea
through the streets with flags Hying
and bands playing Inspiring music.
The people crowd the streets and greet
them with applause. When, news of 3
battle is received, the entire nation
in sad at the story of lives destroyed.
Those who tissue- die are honored for
their heroism, and monuments are
erected to their memory. while those
who return maimed are pensioned.
Not so. however, the army which goes
forth daily to do duty upon our rail-
roads. One in c..ery 80 of them will
be permanently disabled, and one in
every nine of the injured will be
says Pearson's Magazine. They pass
away, unknown and unhonored, saw,
as to their families and friends.
r.!-ro notlei of the destruc-
tiveness of railroads may be had by
considering the fact that In the great
Crimean conflict, which was one of the
bloodiest wars in history, the British
lost less than half as many slain and
wounded as were killed and maimed
on the iron roads In this country due
Ing last year. In any twelvemonth
about 60,000 persons are killed or in
on the railroads of the United
States—a much greater number than
fell at the battle of Sedan, which
sealed the fate of the second empire ol
France. Wellington won Waterloo,
and Meade Gettysburg, with losses of
3,185 and 23,003 respectively, and the
total losses on both sides at Shi:oh
In the two days' murderous fight dil
not reach 24,000.
More railroad employes were killed
in the United States last year that
three times the number of union met
slain at the battles -of Lookout Moun
tam, Missionary Ridge and Orchard
Knob combined. The number of In
jured among these workers In thi
transportation business was greatei
than that of the wounded and missin4
at Shiloh, Antietam and the First ant
Second Bull Run combined. Mort
faithful toilers on the iron roads of
this country went down in sudden
death during the twelvemonth than
perished in the Battle of the Wiaer•
0 eSS.
Each year, one in every tea train-
men In the United States (this woe
:ncluding engineers, firemen. oondue-
tore and brakemen) is injured, and one
In every 135 Is killed. Two hundred
and fifty men are killed and 2,800 are
disabled in an average twelvemonth,
while coupling or uncoupling cars. In
the same length of time 95 persons are
slain and 990 inJured, by being
knocked from cars by bridges and oth-
er obstacles at the side of the track
On the other hand, only one passenger
Is killed for every 1.880,000 carried
and one hurt for every 97,000. The
average passenger travels 2,946.273
miles before be is Ineired. and he goes




Sobriety and Decency of Life a bleat
of the German Peasant of
To-Day.
The bauer (peasant farmer) hugs thi
soil, and will waste none of It fop
hedges. He cultivates his land In ob
long plots, each (trip carrying one
crop—corn, rye, tdbacco, beet, man.
gold, turnip or what not, says a let
ter in the Londog Spectator. He•worto
in summer frof light to dark; it
w;nter as it suits him. His fruit treet
are planted along the roads and fleie
paths which run through and separate
the tillaged acreage whereof his vi!
lage is the pivot.
He inherits the land as his fatties
inherited It before him, and each herit
able portion is supposed to turn's)
sustenance for so many lives. lie
%winks to keep clear of the money.
Lending shark, and here Industrialism
helps. For if brothers and sisters
throng past ability of support troll,
the land, they take work at the near
cat factory. Infrequently several miles
distant. That mules the ancestral lean
um, and makes readjustment teas
hue. However the batter may mon
week in, week out, his linen is spot.
less and his clothes un3olled on Sun.
days. His wife woad scorn herisee
ware they otherwise. Somewhat un-
couth, rough, bluff, shrewd. stanch, ths
military authorities wisely take heaey
toll of his sound lungs and muscular
limbs. They know a man when they
see one. And women do much of the
actual farm work in Germany as a
consequence.
What hard-working mothers, and
wives and daughters are the women
ot Germany! What splendid women!
What does not that great nation owe
to Its women! Broad-bosomed, deep-
chested, wide-backed, big-hipped, rare-
ly beautiful, but, however plain, pleas
ant-faced, healthy creatures. No shire
ing of maternity with them. An.
their husbands' comrades and share's
of their troubles always, yet always
IL would seem, making Peter's injure"-
tion their abeohite rule of conduct,
Inappropriate Ornaments.
On taking UM.- seats for the AM
time on the bench at the newly erected
courthouse at Delmerhorst, Germany
the judges were much perturbed to
and that the architect had ornament
ed the pottico with the seuipttree
head of a fox on one side and that oi
a sheep on the other.
Eavesdropping?
Miss Elderleigh—Would you be eve
it, my dear—I listined to six dee ra
Um's of love at the dance last night
Miss Speight—How intereattng! ou
must have been ulttIng behind ns
awfully pretty eel—Chicago Suns
S. t. POOL. L. 0. STEPHENSON.




203-205 S THIRD ST.
PADUCAH, KY
THE GLOBE -BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paductsth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $15/5,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault fcr rent at $t to fro per N•ettr a. to sire You carry yowl.
key and no no. hut enureelf has +access.
Subscribe For The Register
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
sweactium-vmarmwriozyslimm eganazamieuzunimin=ser
OVEDI OkillAR• CHEILNECDTERPIACRATLMAENDT
121-123 N. FOURTH ST.














We Offer MA Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for Si°
Credit to those who want it.
— —
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourselves in this department, which turns; out our work,
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD aOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which' is about the same as
giving you New Goods for Old Good.s.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY. tyliallintagaubasem.;.i
Watt-beg cleaned and examined  75c up. Watch Hands .. t ....roc up
New ):ainspring, best quality ysc up. Watch Glasfes toe up.
New Cage or Hairepring' 7,5C up. Watdb Keys • 
New Jewels. whole or cover soc up.
We are the cheapest in Watch and
work guaranteed for one year.
Silver.
Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
Highest price paid for Old Gold and
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, 113R
Credit to the Sc s ho need it.





Will bring pleasure io your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll










Rooms r, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 5-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef the
state. Both phones 31.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoC'es qC
rpitUre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
s18-220 Court street. Old phone 13111.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT





If you want y, ar clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
P,se 329 South Third Street I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS-A-GENERAC TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROD-
!ILES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.




WW practice In all courts of Kes.
Tacky.









In connection with the beet Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added.
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rap-
utation our fountain has fu
cent 
magnifi-





l argue that graft elect inorrpption will Milli; i i  i 4" ' i i LITHE REGisTy.-T :i „,,,,,„,,,,,,,w,,,,1„.„
",.. ,n,,
L
4 .9 ‘ , —9----  --... I creep in, bie if '
the petalWe tepresenke
JI3f4SAffD BY, THE ilea/es do not,s,elect an 
honest man, a
4EGISTER NEWSPATER CO., . l or - tolerate graft. conditions, they 'are ACTION OF WEIL VS JONES
• , CONTINUED FROM TIME• not tit to have c.harge of the city's. (Incerponited) , TO TIME. '
. affairs, but before forreanjane 
sucks
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
i ,
,..e conclusions W'F: wp await results.t
JAMES E. WILlet:Lett, President. The Sun in anti
cipation of the
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer. light proposition corning liefore the
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. aldermen last night, devoted half of
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.00
Six Months . .. 2.50
Three Months 
One Week  .To
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to




Thursday Morning, Feb. 9, zgoa. '
The Ball Begins to Roll.
The weeding out process began in1
earnest last night In the board of
aldermen when it refused to renzw;
the licenses of seven saloons in 4his•
city. The refusals were -biased on pro-
tests from residents in the respective
neighborhoods, and while we •know
nothing of the particulars in th,:
casts, it may he assumed that the al-
dermen acted wisely in the premises.
We have often kited occasion to
say that the enforcement of the law
in Paducah has been entirely too in-
different for the good of the city,
and we have neyer yet had occasion
to change those views. *hen Ii-
etnses are granted under certain re-.
strietionseaehoee restrictions should
be obeyed or the licenses revoked.
The plea that all .saloons keep open
oti Sunday or violate the law eihen.
ever it ie to thee interest .to do so,
is no excuse fpr the viOlation of the
law by others, nor should the author-
ities make fish of one or flesh of the
other. If the sewn saloons that
were refused licenses have not been
conducted according to law, then ev-
ery other saloon in Paducah guilt/
of the same thing ahould be closed!
as once. A• saloonkeeper has no • morei
right to violate the law than any
other man, and the very fact that
they have seemed to have full swayl
in this city is capidly crystallizing:
a sentiment in this city that will pre-
cipitate 'a battle royal between the;
forces of law .and order and the :aw-i
leis. These things some people are.
too short-sighted to see, hut a f Ne i
More practical demonstrations like,
that of last night will, serve to con-.
9 
vinee he Most 'skeptical that what•
we- say is true. •
The 'restitution adopted by the,
breard that any saloonlceetkr or har-
t( infer found guilty of' violating the
law will be grounds for a refusal of
the renewal of tae license of that sa-
loon in July, is along stride towards
forcing the saloons to be conducted
withal the law: fort that resolution
can easily be made a dead letter if
the poliie department continues, its
policy of ignoring the constant and
flagrant violations of the law by the
saloons. If the policeeignore the
violations of the law, 'Who profits by
it?, Certainly not the people. There
is no valid reason' why disorderly
dives or seleons hread teeet in ary
city.. A police department that will
do ,ite duty can suppress any and all
places where law is constantly vio-
lated. If those 'places exist and
flourish, it is the faullt ()fitly. police.
. When the aldermen refused to re-
new* 'these licenses last' 'night, they
certainly must have good grounds
for their action, and if so, it stands
.to reason that the laws have been
'Violated heretofore, and if that be
it editorial page to. the eubject yes-
terday and pointed out the duty of
the board from the Sun's peculiar
standpoint. The board met and the
'question was not even brought up.
which shows that the 'Sun, is not in
touch with what is transpiring. Be-
fore the question is settled, the peo-
ple will be heard and are being-
heard on the proposition. The Sun
is so deeply engrossed in studying
raieaute'" of cot-Poi-ate interest,
that it really does not know what is
going on.
Will Stop Election Frauds.
If the course mapped out by a
jadge at Clarksville is carried out
election frauds will be reduc-d to a
minimum. He has not only charged
the grand jury to investigate the al-
leged frauds at the recent election
'held in that city, but he has in-
structed the grand jury to hold an
zdjottrned session inimediately
lowing the democratic primary elec-
tion to be held in that county Feb-
ruary 22, in order that it may in-
vestigate any frauds of violations of
law that may occur in that primary.
We venture the assertion that the
primary will be honestly conducted
or the violators .of the law landed
in jail.
The Nashville Banner in referring
to the incident, says:
• Hon. Herbert N. ,Leech, a well
known member of the Clarksville
bar, is presiding as a special judge in
the criminal court at Clarksville this
week during the illness of Judge C.
W. Tyler. aff7 Leech charged the
graitd. jury to investigate, charges of
election frauds alleged to 'have been
committed in the recent municipal
contest in Clarlesvillenand also called
the jury's attention to 'the demo-
cratic primary to be held in Mont-
gomery county February ea andin-
structed it to hold. ale. adjourned ses-
sion following the primary for the
purpose of investigating any breach
of the laws that may take place at
that time.
This wits gboele talk aad luch as
might, with profit to the public wel-
fare, at heaed with greater free
(quency trorn the bench. ft may be
unusual for a judge to lake an an-
ticipated view irt charging the grand
jury, but Judge Leech's charge will
be held in terror t)ver the heads of
any proapective melefactors in the
a:Tonto, inely primary The adjourn-
ed sention of the grand jury, which
is to follow the- electipa, will doubt-
less fhhee a whol'esome effect as a
deterrent to fraud and evil -machine-
ion if theiri ibe an s.% contemplated.
Absolute purity in elections is the
essential of good government. The
popular choice is the fountain source
of all, Foorcrnrients in a', tree colt-
land if ;th source le icernip d
'peiiton permtnt the oeih 14
system.
The grand jury of Giles county i3
investigating ,alleged election frauds
in Mak cAuntyeand possibly such in-
vestigation ip needed in other local-
ities. There wa; such strong sus-
picion .of fraud in, the last primary
election for municipal offices in this
city one of the nominated candidates,
a man of' exemplary personal charac-
ter, was defeated at the regular
lion that followed.
Prbbably it would be a good idea
if . grand juries generally would
sessiOns immediately follciwing elec-
tions to look after possible frauds.
It, many instatices the meeting of tits
grand jury is several months after
the election, and a multiplicity of
other matters of business detracts at-
tention from the charges of batten
bee manipulation. The meeting of
the grand jury for the express pur-
pose of inveetigating an election
would tend to the protection of the
ballot box.
'have 
true, why is It that the police .
not suppressed those places?
It seems to us 'that an iovestigatitai
along that line could but result in
good to the city. If the' police a're
not performing the duties for which
• they, si-aar salary;' then radical re-,
fprms .in that deperement are sot ly
needed. There is but one issue be-;
fore: the lase-atad4ng peolile who
conetititte. it vast majority or the cit-
izens, and that is, enforte the taw.
The office of city buyer is one that
Paducah needs. The city has reached
a size when its purchases amount to
many thousands of dollars each y at.
A. a consume! of TarN, euanlities,
elm city •ehould have the benefit of*
whole4ale prices, and to properly
look aften the citers needs in that
direction it will require one men's




Five Corporations , Sued for $500
Each at Hopkinaville
Ilopkins,vflie, Ky., Feb. 8.—Five
suits' Were filed yesterday morning
against' local corporations by Com-
monwealth's Attorney D. P. Smith
lir $eoo in each case, it being al-
leged that defendant companies did
not hive the' word "incorporated" ap
pear in advertisements, as required
by law.
The Home ;Tellaato,ne company.
Planters Hardleare craipany, Forbes
Manufacturing co npaoy and the Hop
kinsville' Gas and Electric company
hre chargeil, with leaving tfit word
or: 'Cif rthwepapitt advertisements,
While Lockyearai iBussinese college
is Charged with not having the word
properly displayed in their places. of
business. -TV
Judge Reed Expects to Render De-
cision Tomorrow in Markle
Wonan's Action.
In the circuit court yesterday there
was continued the suit of Lee and
Adolph Weil. against Lem Jones, for
$n000. Jones is the saloonkeeper
1M111ioF.e license was revolved by the
mayor, for keeping open on Sunday.
While the rayor then sued Jones for
forfeiture of his $1,000 bond he gave.
on getting out big liceitsii, guarantee-
ing not to violate isny city laws. The
liesses. Weil are 'tin Jones' bond as
sureties and have sued him for $4:Poo
to protect themselves, in ,casc the
city wins the ;penult ttOnsk Jones
and he does noepay eernanicioltty.
bueeets it fall on the sureties to de
so. judge Reed has decided the suit
against the city which, took an appeal
to the higher tribunals, pending de-
cisions from which will be continued
from tam to time the litigation of
Wail brothers against Jones.
II/re:kick, & Marble asked
the court for allowance of a lawyer's
fee in the suit of 'Minnie' Pearson
against Dims Carter.
There was continued the divorce
proceeding of W. H. Paul against
Ada Paul.
The court struck from the docket
the long-drawn-out litigation of Vina
Allard against 'Mamas Allard, where-
in the title and possession of much
property was contested through this
and the higher courts, resulting in
Vina Allard losing :
There was distnissed the suit of J.
M. Luttrell against the Aner-Lord tie
company, wherein plaintiff' sued for
$450 claimed due 'him for, timber he
furnished defendant. The matter has
been compromised now.
udge Reed announced- yesterday
that he would render his opinion
tomorrow it 'his injunction suit of
Markie Worten against the City of
Paducah. wherein Worten is t.6.ing
to get out of paying taxes to the
municipality.
Seek Divorce.
Alice N. Nelson filed suit for di-
vorce in the circuit court against her
Husband Fred Nelson, to whom she
was married in Metropolis, Ill., Sep-
tember 28th„ 1903. Inside of two
months the plaintiff alleged the hus-
band k•ft her and went to Pine .Bluff.
Ark., saying he wouldi send' for her
nen as soon as he get settled. He
has noayet sent for his wife who now
asks for a dissohajon of the ties.
8ACE TRACK
PROMOTERS DRAWrNG UP IN-
CORPORATING ARTICLES
NOW
Promoters Have Bought Fifty Acres
of Land at Sitio Per Acre From
Mr Dick Allen.
•
There is now ben* drawn up the
Reticle sof incorpoiatlen for •tise ner•
tace track to be slatted out nni th-e
Ilinkleeille road one mile from' the
cemetery. The organization will be
known as the "Paducah Driving
Club," and capitalized at probably
ae,cou, hut this, has not yet been ful-
ly decided on by the promoters who
will have a meeting shortly for this
purpose. Probabilities are that Mr.
Robert B. Phillips will be 'resident,
as he is one of the leading spirits ia
the movement.
• The partit.s ronthinto.-. f•••• this rsc•
track purpose +aye bought a fifty
acre, tract of land from Mr. Dick
Allen, it being the level, but 'high.
smooth tract lying o the right 'hand
side of the road shortly beyond the'
cemetery. The owner was given
$too per acre for the property, which
is excellently suited for the object
in view.
The street car company will this
summer run an extension line from
Rowlandtown• to Wallace park, con,
necting" the present ends of the re-
spective divisions having a terminus
at these two points. This.connect-
ins, belt nail run hes* the proposed
race track and thereby make it very
convenient for traffic.
The incorporating documents will'
be finished withirt the ueet iew days,:
at which time they Will be lodged.
with the cdunIty clerk' for record.
The site for the track is only a
short distance from the fine several,
.hundred acre farm' bought recently
by Mr. Henry Blow, the wealthy
stave.mah, who has a strihg of ex-
cellent race 'horses now out there.
LOCKS AND DAMS FOR $63o,000.
Representative Edwards Introduces a
Bill for Improvement of Upper
Cumberland.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 8,—
troduced a bill appropriatin
Rern-esientative Felwerd
000 for ccnstrurtion of locks and
damp Nos. 19 and 20 on the uo, er
Curnherland. -
WORK 04 .CAGE
PRISONERS ARE SLEEPING IN
CIRCJLAR WALKWAY AT
PRESENT.
The Mechanic Expects to Have the
Revolving Affair Righted by
This Evening.
County Jailer James Eaker yester-
day said he thought the mechanics
by this evening would have the re-
volving cage at the jail eut in condi
tion for operation. If so the prison-
ers will then have afi. opportunity of
again sleeping in their cells. At
present they slumber upon blankets
laid upon the hard iron floor of the
walkway surrounding the circular
cage.
When the heat of the fire several
mornings ago touched the iron about
the 'center pole on which the cage
revolves, it in some manner caused
the affair to become foosened, sag
amid settle in such a way the cage
cannot 'be turned around. Fortu-
nately just before the fire was the
hottest inside the building the pris-
oners were all released from their
cells in the cage and let into the
walkway surrounding it..
When the cage settl and i. :iso re-
fused to work hooks had be made
punched through'bars the iron and
there pulled out the blankets of the
prisoners, but the mattresses had to
be left inside, they being entirely too
large to slip through the iron rods.
Theer arc twenty-eight prisoners
inside and they are missing their soft
mattresses, which are like down coin
pare dto the hard, cold iron floor.
The mechanics are "jacking" up
the cage so as to give it proper sup-







George Dozier, Colored, Exonerated
Himself of the Charge of Rape
—Dunlap Held Over
In the police court yesterday more
ine Clarence Powell, alias Powers,
colored, waived examination and was
held to the grand jury without bond,
on the Charge of murdering George
Millen colored, the day before at the
Charles Smiley saloon, 120 Ken-
tucky avenue. The accused said he
did not want an examining trial.
Yesterday afternoon Miller, the, vic-
tim, ss•as buried at Oak Grove r
elerJames Dunlap. colored, wa: e:d
to the grind jury on the elm -,:•• of
borrowing the horse and vi•agiei of
Leander Reeves, colored, and mint.-
gaging it to the Paducah Advancine
colfipany, instead of F. J. Bow .aan.,
as stated in the warrant.
There was cootirtioad over until Sat
urday the breach of l5rdinance cl ergt
acctising Iten Boyd. ellored1. with
conducting a disorderly 'dance,. fl.Avn
about Henry Gallmann stoic en
North Tenth street nea
. George Dozier, colored, tax dis-
missed of the charge of rat i alto/
Annie Dixon, a 16-year-eld ccu•til
girl, at 'her home, 1133 ala.:'scia
street.
Hallie Nichols, white, was i‘ned
$1 for being drunk and $S for i (ling
in the Palmer Transfer' comp •ny's
)tack and then refusing to pay the
fare.
John Davis, Clarerre Clarkson and
Joe McMahon werl each fined At
and costs for being drunk.
There was filed away' the breach
of the peace warrant against Artiste
Wade and Rosa Skelton, both color-
ed, who fought' in front of the Co
luntbia building two weeks ago.
TUITION BILL
SQUIRE TAPP WILL BE SENT
BILL BY THE
BOARD.
Great Trouble Is Had by the
Trustees With Keeping This
Business Straight.
fact their parents live in other, places, ! =gra::::::::=uutruarnuFr=r
and theni it' is. *millet the children
come just for the special' eitrpose of
getting 'benefit of the seliools here.
The .little Tapp Child li'ves near
Woodville, but attended the schools
here during the 1904-05 session awe'
paid. tuitihn. ' She was trattsEerred to
another grade which she entered the
first of last September for the pies.
tint 9(4)001 term. On entering school,
all children are given a blank to fill'
ont..gieittg the street number of their!
parents. The one for the Tapp child
was filled in, giving 916 Broadway as
her parents residence, Ina it is not.
That is the house of Dr. I. W.. Fend-
hey, 'with MIMI-the girl lives white
here in the city. This coming to stir-,
face, these in charge of the girl were;
compelled to pay tufrion.-Dr. Fend-
hey did this, paying from January to'
May for the child. but the board
wants pay for the time+ from Septem-
ber to first of year. 'Dr. Penctley in-
formed the superintend this new
'board of trustees could not collect
for the last year teition, as the okl
board was in office then, and went
Out the firsttn-e4-last month, and the
new trustees 'have nothing to do with
the old boards neglected business.
PRESIDENT ACTS
DR. BROTHERS MADE GOOD
HEALTH OFFICER
FOR CITY.
There Is a Scarcity of Smallpox Ex-
isting Around for This Season
of Year.
1
Dr. Ce H. Brothers, president of
the city board of health, has been
looking after that municipal depart-
ment while the health officey,
William Graves was out of the city
for a few days visiting at his former
home in Ilycusburg, Ky. The presi-
dent stated that this character of
weather killed business in that line,
as everything was healthy and the
cold atmosphere verified things in
••attire's ellocts to produce 'health for
I lie community.
Dr, Brothers thinlis one sanitary
inspector eluit4d be kept in the see-
vice the year round, because many
instances arise here his services are
actually ne-cessary to keep the city
clean and in sanitary condition. He
and other members of fire beard-have
recommended -this to the municipal
authorities. but the tarter 'deem it
treeless expense to keep one employed
dining the winter months.
At present thdre is no small pox
in this vicinity and the board 'of
health think the city has been ex-
ceedingly, fortunate in this respect.
as only tero or three people have
contracted the disease this *later.
The last one got well the first of this
-month and was 4listuisse4 from. the
city pestaituse. Since then "no more
has appearest,
Front the standpoint of (other con-
tagienis dieeases, the. tour-minas bus
been usually fortunate also f•ir the
past few months. Dr. Graves ha l re-
turned ;Go! 'is :venal in cloirge of the
work.
Subscribe for the Daily Register,




Abram L. Weil & C. Buy Out M;
Ashbrook's Business.
To the Public: I desire to inform
the public, my friends and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
busineaa and good will, to the well
anowrS and responsible firm of Abram
L. Wkil & Cp., and ask for them a
continuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, which I
have conducted in this cite' for the
past 31 years. it is but fitting that I
'should publicly acknowledge my in-
tdoitedniee and appreciation of the
imany favors ahd courtesies extended
l ire, and I take this Means of express-
it.e !nr thanks and gratitude, with a
wish ter continued prosperity and
happiness for all.
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
14e'tary 14/. H. Titerejtr. Of the eitiee
sclited board aesierday 'stated that hr
:would today Mite 'Squire Tapp of a,.
Woodville section of Ulm county-, an.1
inform 'him. he, owed the epubli
ç'hoo}s tuition for his , !title girl
Tl'essie, from the time School opened
last 'Septerieber until the first of this
year.
Only the children of people, living
within the city limits are entakel to
free admission to the schools. As
the citizen* pay to keep up the Mee
catianal inettitutions„ people residing
outside. the totporate limits have te,
pay tuition for their Children to at '
tend. Mitch, tre though , has at
ways been en red in this re-
spect by the trustees as people liv-
ing here would bring outside children
to Otte city, and then claim this wee -
the home of tbe little one, dettpite the fiLa ill fyi.,W
We desire to inform all of having
brought the 'business of Mr. Ashbrook
and hope for a continuance of the
liberal patronage_ accorded him.





in any particular with the class
of Job Printing you have been
getting, push the button and our
representative will appear. New
type faces and machinery in the
hands of thoroughly competent
workmen cannot fail to produce
the desired eff.ct. Proof of all





121 S. 4th St. Phone I058R
Sports
TheeC asntrat league circuit is nonetoo 
sure regards Springfield.
Next season will be Al Selbach's
fourteenth season in proarsional
company,
A switch in time 'nu y :etre tte nine
—When the alrehanan 1$ "getting his"
in lumps.
The college heads realize that in
athletics they have Ftle of the great-
est advertising mediums..
'Cincinnati has let go of Vitcher
Vowinkcl, whom Detroit tried toiset.
Do you need him now, Mr. Armour?
The Cincinnati t rain will wear
sweaters instead of #aw4aN coats
when. on the bench next year.
.Hal Chase pitched for, San Jose
against 'Frisco a few days ago and
held the Seats to one run in six le-
ttings.
Sir Thomas Lipton says be will try
for the cup again. The tea business
needs a little stimulation occasionally.
Everybody tights. hut the champion,
he toa!'s around all der—latest hue,
sung by Netiton and O'Hiriend • ia
chorus.
'Griffith saya that in the whole year
of play Hai Chase never missed a
single signal. This is tritely a it-'
markable record.
Danny Mabel is now a 11,401.sec• -tier.
Ile has bought an interest in the
Riniiiirsire, On Broadway. Paddy
Ruche's old place.
Frank coach claims • ttat :;c • .
baited poisioned in his recent niatch
with Dan McLelri. This is robbingl
it into the poor Canadian.
Eseilirtnt is not the latest nerve
tonic. but the name of the. OttratAs
Indians foothan captain.
Actor James fj. Corbett is trying
hard to the deten his past; but cruel
persons,. alwaya reje_r t,o jabs, ' hay-
anakcr•. books and Pit zpitymp.,11..
TUN, brothers to I/knobs.. I;
both green. are fir training 7ai Cali-
fernia.
The trotting stela en neciee 2•09.14
has been shipped front Pleasanton.
Cal.. to X1;aeon. Ga.. by Ed Mills.
Ira Ratchekka sari Forester.
2304 is a 2:05 pacer
The turf congress will coneene in
New Vort• Felnuary
Millard sanders .iir train
dianapolie in lie spring.
Georg.' Speer has guns- t,, Cali-
fornia alter racing material.
Adele-nigh Michigan has a contract
with lost tor four yearn as athletic
inetructor. he will have to go unless




All patties heainng claims against
the estate of Emily Graham, are di-
rected to Present them to the under-
signed, properly eertified to, else
they will be barred, according'ito law.
CHAS. T. t RAHAM, Aden
Mr. and Mrs. 1.. A. Heti yester
day went to Dallas, Texas, to reside
lie was formerly in the spOke busi-
preciation, ness at Kettawa and later in tin-




It is poor economy to have
our watch repaired by the
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLASS t
work at Reasonable prices
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SICK FOUR DAYS
MISS MAGGIE CLAYTON EX-
PIRED OF APPENDICITIS.
• Mr. T. L. Sights Expired at His
Home Near Henderson o fa
Similar Ailment.
Yesterday morning at it o'clock
Miss Maggie Clayton expired at Lit-
tle Cypress, just across the county
line into Marshall county, aPter only
a four days' illness, with appendici-
tis.
The deceased was sixteen years of
age and the daughter vet Mr. J. F.%
Clayton, a well known firmer of that
vicinity. She is also the niece of
Mr. Thomas Clayton, the tinner of
Kentucky avenue near Second street.
Besides these sbe left one brother
and one Si ster . The deceased was a
member of the Cumberland Preeby-
tertan church and quite a popular
girl of that vicinity.
Tins afternoon at a o'clock the
funeral services' will be held with
irterment folloWing in the Bethlehem
cemt tyre- .
Brother Died.
Dr. 11. l'. Sights was/yesterday
at noon eummonedeback to Hender-
son Ky., by a message announcing
that his brother, Mr. T. L. Sights law.
had suddenly expired at, Is home Initial adoption was given an oriE-near- that city of appendicitis 0•11"c-h fiance providing that there shall beovercame hint last week. The phy- put up for sak a franchise for the
Owen Brothers 'to operate a ferry-
boat out of this city across the Ohio
river 'to Owen'e landing and also
Brookport. 'nee- old grant expired
last fall and a renewal was pm up
for them but they refused to buy it
because the rates they weep allowed
to charge for carrying people, vehi-
cles and stock did not suit fhem. A
conference has sipce been held with
them and elegre t w embraced in theLeasure after an .illnete with con- new bill figures which are satisfac-enniption, at his home, 1145 otitlt tory to them, and let them get someThiset ferret.
The deceased was eg years of age
and had made his home in this city
for the past eight years, being a dis-
tillery worker by profesisionAnd a
wan of many friende. Ile is sur-
vived by a wife and two children.
The remains will today at noosi
be taken to his former home in
Carrni, ill., for interment. He was
a member of :the Woodmen of the




eician returned here only Wednes-
day from that place leaving his
brother me4ch improve 4. thereltore
the latter must have quickly taken a
change for the %verse
He was a well known farmer of
steer liendersen
Died of Consumption
Yesterday morning just , bef ore
noon there expired Mr,. John \V.
THE ALDERMEN WIPE
OUT SEVEN SALOONS
(Continued Front First Page.)
e
rfflIblie departments at es cents per
too pounds. This matter was refer-
lid to the finance committee.
There was lodged a report by W.
J. Gilsdorf showing what is needed
to put into proper condition the elec-
tric lighting at the city hall. This
will shortly be done.
,At present Caldwell street between
Scvent hand Eighth is open as a
public thoroughfare, hut never ded-
icated ti' the city by the private prop
coy owners. Now a deed of dedi•
cation is executed for the necessary
ground by Irene Hess and Norton
Anderson, and the indenture was ac-
cepted. When Stone and Webster,
of Boston, bought the street car,'
Witt and other companies here last
fall a new city franchise was 'put uo
for them, and their General Manager
John S. Meecker bought it in in 'his
• mote. Ile now transfers it to the
• corporation, and his notification to
this effect was lodged and ratified. ,
Improper sewerage pipes around
the elle of Bridge street do not carry
off the serfage water whieh backs
• "'over the adjoining properte of, EU7
dolph Streit, Who claimed his land
was thereby damaged. 1k ptit in
bill for $250 demi it was referred 1ci
Barnett, Katter)ohn and Farley tq
investigate and eeee if he is, entitled
to anything.
To the public, improvement coni-
mittee was passed the board of
works' recommendation that .bereafe
ter when public streets ,are region.-
eructed that s'hie'de trees be planted
et the edge of the pavements.
There was ordered carried: to the
highest court in the state the suit of
the city of Paducah againet Lem
Jones wherein the municipality mite
defendant for fnrfeittere of his
000 bond into the city treasury, bee
vole Johes• !Worm license iva, tak-
en from hint when be violated thelaw and kept his srerneshnp open on
Eunelay. Judge Reed decided against
ciey in the. cireng court, on the
grimed that it was foleffiantet\nei!r
"' •
and . not 'the proprietor, who kept
open and sold. •
The old city hospital on 'Sidtith
Fifth street at Husbands lies empty,
going to., rack and ruin. The mayor
'was empowered to let someone live
there without paying rent so 'they
could look after the property until
it is sold by the municipality,. which
having no use fotelt desires to sell.
Accounts amounting to $13,291.132
were allowed.
The January report of City Treas-
urer John J. Dorian showed a bal-
ence on 'hand the first of that month
of $81,776.83, while during the month
$'29,80e.79 was -collected and enough
pent to leave a balance on hand
February 1, of A08,714.02.
A new ordinance was introduced
making everybody desiring to rent a
hall for public dances, lectures, etc.,
to get pefmiesion from the chief
of poYee before the usage for this
purpose can be effected. They must
also take out a Sue license. Anyone
giving a public dance without the
written consent of the chief of po-
lice is to be fined $50 and costs..
This ordinance is passed in order to
prevent rowdy and disorderly as-
semblages of this nature, there be-
ing now a case in the police court
of this kind, but no law to cover itsa
Whenohe bill was read first paesage
was given same and then the rules
suspended by the aldermen and ;ve-
nd adoption immediately effected
in order to ,"railroad" the measure
through to its final adoption as quick
ly as peseible so it can become a
little profit out of the business.
The aldermen adopted a resolution
that is to be forwarded to Repre-
pentative I.. F. Head, this city's-
member of the state legislature. at
Frankfort. The resolution is to be
placed before the Iptate's lawmakers
asking that the second class. city
charter be so amended so that the
general council can designate what
pereon or committee shall rase 
pr•fite control of granting licenses.
to saloonkeepers. At present the
general council grants those license,.
Mr. Head- is urged to advocate and
work for adoption of this change,
which the local authorities think
would be more good then the preseso
nay.
Property ̀ owners , along Jarrett
street ask that this street be graded
and graveled from Powell to: Bridge
street, and their regnest was passed
te the ordinance conunittee to bring
it a measure_providing for the pub
lie improvement.
There wit• endued notice from the
water works company that they had
finished making. the extenaion *order-
ed to their inains on Caklwell street.
The alley running through from
/ Twelfth -to Thirteenth streets be-
tween Jefferson and Monroe, is a pri
vate highway, but ,all the abutting
!ptoperty ewners want to adicate to
:the city eight feet_ off t rear of
their land to make the passageway a
public thoroughfare. Mrs. Loretta
/Tully and Austin Tindall are the
only ones efusing to join in .the
dedication, and the aldermen con-
curred in the councihnertic instruc-
tion. directing the city solicitor to go
,to the courts anti forcibly take the
:neoesisary ground from the rear of
these two people's property.
Chief James Collins -reported that
;faring January be collected in flee
Police court $339 in fines, $110.49 in
costs, whik $3.43 were replevied and
$41 still. on hand for collection.
At present the license litrdinance
does not stipttlate that any tieebse
shall be paid the city by any outside
bill poster coming here from other
citiee to post bilk and advertielng
matter. The ordinance ecndmittee
was directed to bring in an amend-
ment rto the original ordinance col,-
ring thilt
BIRDS FOR HATS ILLEGAL.








Do ' you find it pretty hidin Fall ofalland to get good shoes for $2?\ratu===========mumuttmau======strunsu=nuSamuel 0. Foster, o ffhe Corefeder-toe Home at Pewee Valley, not long
ago had the unique and 'rather un
desirable privilege of reacting this own
obituary in the way of a clipping
from a Paducah paper, the town of
which he was formerly a resident,
says the Courier-Journal. Accord-
ing to theeinformation conveyed to
him in the clipping, he had died sev-
eral. days before of/general debility,
itild had been buried with appropriate
ceremonies in the cemetery djoin-
ing the kome property. 
Tfi. i._,
iron-
tied him greatly, and he was, as .he
said yesterday, made "so nervou3
that he could hardly correct the re
port" of his death. • -
"1 ant the liveliest corpse I ever
saw," he said. "Add I think I'll con-
tinue to he a lively corpse for a long
time ,y et . "
He learned uf the report of his
death as the rsult of a -letter he 'had
written to his daughter after the no-
tice had eached her. The daughter
in questiAn is Mrs. Edna Urrel, of
MVCrackeit county. Mr. Foster had
suffered an injury last December in
falling down a flight of steps near
the home. He sustained a sliest con
elusion of the brain and a -blood clot
developed.
lie became seriously ill and „ ie
still in somewhat bad health antis
in the infirmary at the home. Heiken-
pros, however, to be able to keel,
in a sthort while and resume his old
post at the home. He has had . a
great time explaining to hi s friends
among the "boys in graiipthe reai




,CIrksville. Tenn., Feb. 8.—The
grand jury for the February tirm of
the criminal court was empaneled
)e.sterday by I-I. N. Leech, Judge
Teter twine' '‘ nt on account of ill-
ness. The jury was especially in
stiticted to investigate the 'recent
city election and bring- indictments
against any persons found guilty of '
irregularities. They were instructed
also to adjourn after this week until
the weck followMig the primary of
February 22, when they would meet
again to. investigate that election. '
The Daily Register, only zoe ;
week.
• 
That's a sure sign you
have not been buying them at
Lendler & Lydon's





Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
nc flu. skin Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped akin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,






Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calandere
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway.
For Vaults, Monuments ausi.Getteral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON F,XFOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-come clerk and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, alog TRTMBLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAM
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES ON
ROOMS,-
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEAN
PS THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
SER, IS A WONDER.
lEd D. HannanSTEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
New Orleans Court Upholds Consti:
tutionfility bf State Law.
New Orleans. Lae, Felt. $.--The
constitutionality of the tate law pre
hibiting the positess-ine of bird teeth
ens for trimming ladies' bats was up-
held)) one of the local courts today.
cas,e, was proeie•cuted by the Au-.
<lotion society Of LOUhir.
INV
the Buffet




• FINE OLD WINEC AND WHISKIES.
Everything sossonable in tho,eatable line served to order. Afine noonday lunch for eg
A NEW IDLA IN VAIDIIINtS
Why not send a good book or a piece of mesic to
let your friends know yau haven't forgotten them?
If this lian't strike you just right come down and
leok over our stock of Comics7"Postal Cards, Boxed
Novelties and Bleeding Hearts. When you see
them you will think Cupid has been busy sure enoitgh.
Harbour's Book Department.
See Our Window Display
DON GILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking Machines
prices,ranging,from $15 to $100..
The VictPt- for $22.00
A BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TOTHE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES'. ARE:
6 35c 10-inch, 60c '12-inch, $1.00
PUT
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THEFACTORY MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTORMACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITHYOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATIONHOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL INFORMATIONABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY APIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IFNOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY., 0
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMEN/ OF NEEDLES—THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH IFURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITSON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPENFROM I P. M. TO g P. M. 111Millsilkkoloseeeeo.
The Vietor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILE3FRTO




We Write Anything in Insurance
a 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—P esicience 1611
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE






HOW IT BRED GREAT D/111-
COMPORT.
In the days when the Mulcahys
lived in the "Patch," Mulcahy, senior,
had been the dominating force in Lite
household.
Mulcahy worked faithfully at the
gas house yea. in ;IL.: out until
he-nad amassed a savings account that
represented comparative wealth. Then
fortune, in the guise of the superinten-
dent of a stone quarry, knocked at the
door of the cottage down in the
"Patch," with the announcement that
the owner of the.quarry was anxious
to sell it at a moderate price.
With the advent of prosperity there
came to the Mulcahy girls the natural
desire to bettbr their residence. They
bombarded their mother continuously,
•but all she would say was, "Ye'll have
to ask himself." fellimself" announced
with a growl every time that the sub-
ject was broached to him that the old
place had been good enough for their
another and their father and that it
eivould have to be good enough fee
them.
But their constant pleadings and
comptaluings finally won from their
father a reluctant corsent to purchase
a house more suited to their improved
fortunes. Marion, who had been Mary
Ann; Juliette, who had been Julia,
and Marguerite, who had been Maggie,
dually decided on a residence in an ex-
elusive neighborhooi fronting a small
parkway. Mrs. Muleahy packed her
few belongings with a sigh. The con-
trol of the house had been shifted
Jeremiah to the three daughters. Sb
anticipated trouble, for their seiervie
ion ARK certain to he more peesone
than that of her husband had bee:.
From morning till night it was fault-
finding in the house of elu'catty. The
throe eels were discontented. They
would not even acknowledge to them-
selves that the real reason for their
distplet WP9 the fact that the soetete
which they had expected to he gladly
receivce in. once they had left the
"Patch." had taksn aueolutely uo no-
tice of them. Not dee of their new
neighbors had callei on them. When
they sauntered ferth in the afternoons,
brave in their finery, they met no one I
who knew them. ehey were loaely,
desperately lonely. They threw all the
blame for their lack of social success
on their poor mother. Their childish
dread of their father prevented them
from daring to correct hive Jeremiah
cordially hetet] the eleborntely dec..-
rated rooms of his new mansion.
"Maybe it's all right, Mary Ann," he
said dubiously to his wife, "but I'd
like a place where I could smoke in
peace. Mary Ann won't let me smoke
in the parlor and Julia won't let me
smoke in the library, and Maggie
-won't let me smeee en the porch, and
'the lady out yander"-he pointed in
the direction of the kitchen-"won't
let me set me foot in there at CL-
AD this did the little old woman
have to endure, until finally her health
gave way under the strain of loneli-
ness and worry and a real homesick-
mess for the place she had called home
for so long. Marlon promptly decided
that her mother needed a European
'tour. She suggested it to the doctor
tentatively. The doctor was one of
the few of whom the haughty Marion
whit afraid.
"I think that your mother needs ab-
solute rest and quiet," he told her.
He held an earnest conversation
with old Jeremiah with the result that
the latter announced that he would ac-
company Mrs. Mulcahy and that he
woule not tell one of them where they
were going. The three stormed and
ranee, but their father was adamant
Not, a word did they hear from them
for three weeks. By this time they
were in a frenzy of fear lest death had
overtaken the wanderers. Then one
day Juliette met down testi old Mrs.
Daly, who had livei next to them in
the "latch?, There was no evading
the lady. Juliette assiimed ber most
frigid manner, but Mrs. Daly shattered
It with her first eeetence: "I thought
you tere away while your father and
mother were over ta the old house."
"In the rid tower' creed Juliette.
"Where else but in the` old house!"
demanded Mrs. Daly.' "And it's a lino
sight better your ma ea since she came.
I suppose you'll be -one, now that
you've come home'"
Under cover of the darkness that
night the three sisters went to the old
house that they had never expected to
be forced to enter again. As Marguer-
ite opened the door, Mrs. Mulcahy
looked up from her knitting. Jeremiah
removed his pipe from between his
teeth to hid them come in. The three
had not waited for the invitation. They
bad already begun their storm against
the citadel of such folly as they saw
before them. They wept, they seohled,
they cajoled, they pleaded, thay threat-
ened. But Jeremiah and Mary Ann
were unmoved. %
"It's ours," said the old man, "and
wefll come here whenever It pleases
us. You can stay or you can go. We
are going to end our days in comfort
You have what you want. We are
going to take what we want, for
change. And if you show any mind
not to let us, I'll make you come back
here and Fell the other house. If you'll
mind your own businese and leave us
to ourselves we'll divide our time be
tween the two places."
Marion, who had been Mary Ann;
Juliette, who had been Julia. and Mar-
guerite, who hal ueen 'Maggie, accept-
ed the decision of Jeremiae in silence.
The cld man held the balance of pow-
er. They looked at their mother • re-
proachfully, but she wae humming
softly. They elarcd , at thei ether
angrily, but he e as smoking is pipe
again and reading his ne paper.-
laileaS0 ileum!
An Unauthorised Oan.
Tieend-I tiaderstand that the pc
et Boomtown are anilous to have you
take charge of their new church?
Popular Prericher-Y-e-s, there has
been some tale about it, but I'm not go-
ing,
"Don't you think the Lord is calling,
you to this new field?"
"Oh, no. If lie were, He would put It
In their heads to offer me a bigger sal-
arY"-N. Y.'"N'eeekly.
Clerc viols's-Suck.
Jukes-Who was the beat man at
,elie wedding?
Jenkins-Wel, I'm not sure. The
bride's father ot all the bills to pay,
the bridegroote had to buy diamond
brooches for the bridesmaids, the
guests had to gsve handsome presents;
upon my word, I think the best man
was the clergyman-he was the only
one who made anything out of IL-Tit-
Bits,
His Fit et Intimation.
"How did you and out that you could
draw ?" inquired the admirer of the cel
e-
brated illustrat
"By the mat received in school
for the excelle ..ed fidelity of my
work," replied the eminent one. "My
work was a caricature of my beloved
teacher on the blackboard and the marks
cat& from the teaceer's cane."-Cleve-
land Plain Dealer.
NOT JUST HIS IDEA.
led
1:e-!r will have to be love in a Cot-
tage
She-Oh! Chariee, a cottage at New-
gort?-Philadelphia Press.
Another Elopement.
'„"•,*rc• TrI, " 01.11" town,
She WWI a castorr in a store;
Away she ran with all the cawb.
As cashieetchave done before.
But never for a moment did
Whin maiden think 'twas wronet
For when she with the coin eloped
She took the boss it.onir.
--Chicago News.
Woes of a Social Lion.
"Why wasn't Bluffer at the bah?"
"Couldn't get his evening clothes,"
"Didn't the tailor send them is
time?"
"No, the trouble was that the cloth-
ing store man had rented 'em to an-
other fellow."-Cleveland Leader.
To Be Exact.
"What's the matter with McSosh?"
"Ste fell down and broke the viaduct
of his nose."
-Yu:: mean the hrhig.?"
"Well, I think viaduct,is the better
word. No water ever passes under it,
you know."-Clevelsead Leader.
• Sick attire' Bargain.
She-He had a long sickness, you
say?
He-Yes, and has since married the
nurse.
"What is the result?"




"Ile reminds me of a postag
e stamp




"He's so badly stuck on hims
elf that




"I wonder if Bliclns w
ill make the
rare for sheriff again?'
"He's been telling everybo
dy that to
hold the office is a personal
 sacrifice
for him."





"Do you ever accept re
tainer* from
railroads or other corpor
ations?" Ire
Mout the friend.
"Well, yea." replied Senato
r Smooth-
coy. "and occasionally, 
when the rase
earrants, I even demand 
them."--CII-
ZO gun-




nearer to-night than we 
ever have be-
fore."
"Yes." replied he. "I 
should have





"What do you consider the mo
st pleas
ant month in the year?"
'I haven't any prefe
rence," said the
discontented roan "Bills °ewe due In 
all




How It Was Done.
"Did I understand roe to say 
your
house was robbed by daylighS!" 
asked
the detective.
"No," answered the victim. "It w
as
robbed by phylight."-Chicago Ne
ws.
What He Did.
"What in the world do you do with all
your ratney, my sour'
"I give it Up, dalf"-Yonkers Statesk
man. •
The Economical Spirit.
Friend-But, my dear, he's dissipated
and indolent and entirely unfit, for a
husband.
Widow-But he's just about poor
Henry's build.
Friend-What has that to do with
It?
Widow-Henry left such a quantity
of beautiful clothes.-Chicago Sun.
Personal Matter with Him.
"Grimmer seems violently opposed
to clubs. Is it on personal or general
grounds?"
"Personal, I think. He met his wife
at the golf club, courted her at a coun-
try club, married her between club
meetings, and now all the money he
pays her for alimony goes to keep up
her club dues."-Judge.
Deeply Ingrained.
"What kind of man is old Wheez-
icks?" asked the newcomer.
"Wheezicks?" said the other. "He's
the contrariest, moat selfish old wretch
that ever lived. When one of his
teeth aches, there's not another toott
l in his head that sympathizes with ite
-Chicago Tribune.
USUALLY.
She-I wonder what ailment the kiss-
ing germ causes.
He-Palpitation of the heart.-Chh-
erago Daily News.
Too Fast.
A daring yovng roan named Male's
Fell out of a bus.ed balloon;
He fell on his neck,
Exclaiming: Beck,
I reckon I landed too soon."
-Milwaukee Sentinel.
Disapproved.
Mamma-Why don't you play with
Johnny Jones?
Tommy-He shoots craps for money
Mamma-My dear child! And yo.
don't think that's nice, do you?
Tommy-Naw, he always wins ev-
erything I got!-Cleveland Leader.
Too Much for Her.
Algernon-And what did your father
say when you told him I had proposed,
dearest?
Gertrude-Oh, Algernon! Only a bar-
gain counter phonograph would repeat
such awful language!-Chicago Daily
News.
The Eternal Problem.
And as he continued to gaze at her,
It struck him that he had never !Abele
• woman so beautiful. One thing telly
seemed lacking.
"I've simply nothing to wear," tee
said, with a languid sigh of regret.
No Time to Lose,
Millicent-It doesn't seem quite rigl.
for those men to court that young widos
so soon after her husband's death.
Hortense-But this is an exceptional
case. Everybody is saying that black is
unbecoming to her.-Puck.
Appropriate.
She-Mrs. Flushly says she's going
to have her winter hat trimmed with
stuffed squirrels.
He-Well, I always said she was in.
clined to he nutty In her sky-piece.-
Detroit Free Press.
Compatibility.
"How Is your son getting on with hi
s
work?"
"Beautifully," answered the father of
the gilded youth. "He never troubles
it, and it never seems to trouble tem."-
Washington Star.
The Custom.
"Who was the man that was kick
Ina so about the crowded cars?" asked
the conductor.
"He just got off," said a passenger
"without payino his fare."-Detrolt
Free Press.
Everything Quiet.
Church-Everything is quiet over in
Philadelphia, I suppose,
Gotharn-Ohi yes; a man over there




"Goodness, but you are tight!" said
the girdle to the corset.
"Well, you see I've been on a bust,
"
answered the stays, with a Inerry
laugh.--Cleveland Leader.
Where There's a Will.
"Old Scadcts says be is dying tot
love of me."
"Better hurry and marry him, then,
d you expect his dying to no you any
good."-Houston Post.
Education and Literature.
Mrs. Knicker--lack writes for $50
quick to buy books.
Knicker-Strikes me those college




"Wait his flying machine a succes
s?"
"Oh, yes; It failed (10 work before It
gis4 far enough up 10 _ _
. •
r- - The Recompense,
r Manor (to farmer's boy in the Sete
..-Digging potatoes, eh?
Farmer's Boy-Yep.
Visitor-And what do you get for
digging potatoca?
Farmer's Boy-Nawthin'; but I git
somethin' far not diggin"em.
Visitor-Indeed? What would you
get for not digging them?
Farmer's Boy-Licked.-Judge.
Would Have Put It Out of Business.
Bacon-I saw a man to-day 'with a
hand-organ in a wagon drawn by 
a
mule, and he said he had been going




"That the mule didn't kick at the
music."-Yonkers Statesman.
She'd Keep It.
"But can you keep house?" he
asked, doubtfully; for he Was, abo
ve
all things, a practical man.
"If you get a hones and put it In No
name," she replied promptly, "I'll 
keep
It all right enough."
Matters being thus satisfactoril
y set-
tled, their engagement-was 
announced.
-Judge.
Another to Hold Him for 
Awhile.
"You seem to be thought
ful," said
Mrs. Henpeek.
"I am," replied Henry. "
I was just
thinking that it would be a 
wonderful
thing if we could know as 
much as
we make people think we kn
ow."
"Pouf! It wouldn't be very wo
nder-




Saleslady-I am resigning my pos
i-
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Ka
shool-
lar, of the necktie counter.
Manager-Wht not keep on working,
anyhow?
Saleslady-Gee! You don't kn
ow




Her Father-What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Suitor (modestly)-I am fifth
vice president of the Brazen Assurance
society.
Her Father-Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!-Puck.
The Flat and the Tenement Defined.
Lady-What is the real difference
between an apartment, a flat and a ten-
ement house?
Janitor-In an apartment the ladies
don't have no children; In a flat they
has one or two. More than two makes
any house a tenement, mum.-Judge.
Extra.





"So many unnecessary feet, you
know."--Orreland Leader.
A Calidown.
"Snoobs says he would never was:
ready-made clothes."
"Possibly. But he spends ready-
made dollars. If his father hadn't left
left them to him he wouldn't have
enough to buy a second-hand suit"-
Detroit Free Press.
Troubles of the Rich.
Jiggles-Why ooes that millionaire
boast of his ancestry?
Waggles-Because he can't very well
boast of his posterity, when his daugh
ter eloped with the coachman and his
two sons are taking the gold cure.-
Puck.
An Indorsement.
"Do you regard the politics) future
of this country as secure?"
"Yes." answered Senator Sorghum
"I have thought the matter over and
still consider politics an entlrely,saft
Investment."-Washington Post.
THE TYRANICAL LANDLADY.
Mr. SpIder-What. Moth moving
*glen? I thought you were settled to;
the winter in the Chiffonier flats.
Mr Moth--I thought so, too, but just
as I wasegetteng snugly comfortable (lit
landlady balled me out.-Kansas City
Star.
A Reflection.
"The ocean looks like sea and copper,"
One often bears this on the beech;
The simile Is apt and proper-
There's water-lets of it-in each.
-Life
Thought $he Had a "Mash."
Patience-It's scandalous!
Patrice-What Is scandalous?
"Why, my sister was out playing golf,
yesterday, and she titt:,!..-• hvlemaahlei
en the links!"-Yonitare Statesmaa.
Not Treasure Trove.
Nnicker-It's a pretty honest world.
Rocker-Yes, indeed, the man who
finds fault goes to a lot of trouble to
return it to the ovener.--N. Y. Sun.
Lineage.
Mrs. Oldbloorl-Do you go back to
William the Conqueror?
Mrs. Newblooti-No, but oar keg
• parintesit.--It.gp
Looks Like 1713 Tuft
The Optimist-Pay no attention to
Mockers. They said the telephone
Couldn't work. They said the tele-
:rape wouldn't work.
The Pessimist-Well?
The Optimist-And now they say the
lying machine won't work.
The Pessimist-And even a kr.ocker
Is apt to be right some time.-Chleago
sun.
In the Shoe Store.
"How Is it," asked the visitor, "that
all your clerks nearly break their
necks to wait on Mrs. Gotrox? You
ion't permit tipping, do you?"
"No," replied the proprietor. "it's
this way. She has a No. 4 foct. '
"Yes."
"And she's willing to take a No. 4
shoe."-Chicago Sun.
Real Enjoyment.
"Yes, you can spend the day at
grandpa's; but be a good boy or your
papa will whip you,"
"Yerm." •
"I don't see how you get so much
enjoyment out of talking to grandpa."
"I get him to tell me about the lick.
in a he used to give pop."-Houston
Post.
MITIGATION.
"Which do you like best, mamma, Mo.
sart or Beethoven?"
"Why, I like Beethoven best. I think."
"I'm so glad, for I've just broken the
bust of Mozart in the pailor!"-Flee
gemie Blaetter.
Curious.
I never saw a barnacle a-growing on a barn
I never saw a star-ash with a star,
I've tict-cr seen a window ste-I've seen •
window 1,:ind;
But I never saw carbuncles on a car.
-.Judge.
One Advantage.
Mrs,. Donough-Aren't you dreadtuts
ty put out when your congregatioa
goes to sleep while you are preaching?
Dr. Fourthly-Not at all, my dear
madam. I can preach the same ser-
mon again and nobody will know the
difference, you see.-Cleveland Leader.
Natural Sequence.
Green-Did you ever hear of an im-
movable object being struck by an irre-
sistible 4:wee?
Brown-Yee
Green-What was the result?
Brown--Both the women talked them-
selves hoarse.--Chic.go Daily News.
Overcoming Difficulties.
Mascagni-Brown-I teH you, Ethel. I
must have quiet if I'm to do any work!
Mrs. Mascagni-Drown-Well, my pet.
I must cook dinner.
Mascagni-Brown-Oh! It that's the
didiculty. we can soon remove that. lii
give up work for a few weeks!
Social Problems.
Lumber Yard Lem--1 hain't sees
Weary Willie around lately.
Seven League Saunders---No; be's die-
gulaed himself as a college professor an'
livin' as one o' dent. He's goin' to write
a magazine article OD der lives an' hate
its.-Puck.
For Variety's Saks.
Mrs. Oldun-Did you marry for love
or for money?
Mrs. Gagurl-Wetli, sometimes for
one and sometimes 'for the other.-
Cleveland Leader.
Of Course.
"Did you ever ride in a horsetail*
carriage?"
"Sure. Did you think I was born be.
fore baby buggies were In vented!"-
Houston Post.
Discovered.
"Why is this cheese so full 
et
boles?"
"That's all right. It needs all 
the




Mother-Yes, Tommy, the d
octor
brought the baby.
Johnny-Well, ma, he ain't 
very




Wyld-Sonie queer things in politi
es.
Ryer-For instance?
Wyld-A fellow has to set up
 the
liquids to make himself solids
-Judge.
Stirring Incidenta.
Alloe--Dion't you think scoot bookie
fascinating reeding?




Weary Willie-I see de Japs tad
 to
take a bath before going In
to battle.
Dusty Rhodes-What was it dat Sh
er.
man said about war?-41. Y. Sue
Abeuvd.
"Don't you like to sit here and see al
l
of the girls in their bathing su
its?"
"Who ever saw all of a ski in her bath-
ing suit?"-Houston Post.
When She Loves Him.
"Doestit take Brown and his wife lo
ng
to make up after they have quar
reled?"










Queen & Crescent Route
••••••••10111,
"Florida Limited"-Leaving Louis-
yule at 8 a. in. daily connects at
Danvilde, Ky., with solid train 
of
Pullman sleepers and vestibul
ed
coaches via Chattanooga and A
tlanta,
arriving at Jackionville at 8
:5o a.
m. and St. Augustine to a. m
. next
day, without change. Dinin
g car
serves all meals en lieut.:.
"Florida Special"-Leaving 
Louis-
ville 7:45 p, an., carries o
bservation
sleeper daily except Sunday, 
Louis-
ville to $t. Augustine, wit
hout
change via Chattanooga and Atl
anta,
arriving it Jacksonville at 8:5o P.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car. etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"-Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9e3e a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Astheville, Co-
lumbia and , Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Nfliuner Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, ssr
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land oi
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Homes." rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford. D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearsott, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincainati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gm at New Orleans Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship saiiings from New
°Oran% for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havens Via New Orleans.
}layette, Cuba. is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving. New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4 p. tn. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Steeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
at Memphis from Cincinniti
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The hest
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tows of Mexico and Cali- •
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service.• Fasearating tripe
complete in every-
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California_ ISccureion care
throttgh to Los kngeies and San
Fransisco as followri:. Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tues
day fooei Cincirusati and Louisville
via Orretha and fhe Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulare concerning all of
the abaft can, be had of agents of
the Illinois 'central and connecting
noes or by addressing either Of the
"ftros rla. gneBig,gtie-s, D. P. A., Clacinnati,
F. W. Harlow, 1). P. A., Louis.
r John X. Scott, A. G..P, A., Me*
phis.
A. II. HANSON, P.. T. M.,
Chicago





"A c,user thing happened on the
train this moruien" eald the commut-
er te his wife. "1 am going to put the
situation to yeti and see what you
think of it.
"At Caldwell two men began to ar-
gue on the general cussedness of hte
man nature. One was a pessimist, the
te other an optimist. The optimist dio
se most of the talking.
" 'The average man,' eald he, 'is hon.
est. I will prove it to you right now.
There are at least 5,0 men in this cat
end not one of them I venture to say
will claim anything that does not be-
long to him.'
"The cynic admitted that they were,
Indeed, a pretty decent lot. 'But I'd
advise you to go slow,' he said. How
do' you propose to test them?'
" "l'hie way,' said the optimist.
have in my pocket a acarfpin that
have never worn. I only bought it
Yesterday and am taking .it to town
to-day to give it to my wife's nephew
as • birthday present. Now, I am will-
ing to give the impression that I found
it in this car. If anybody has nerve
enough to claim it as his lee may have
it.,
"The cynic agreed to those condi-
tions and the porter was called.
—Will you ascertain,' said the op-
timist, 'if anybody in this car has los.
anything recently?'
'The porter walked up and down the
aisle and bawled out, at the top of his
voice: 'Lost property found—lost
property found. Who does it belong
to? This gentleman has it.'
"Everybody looked through their
pockets and several persons claimed to
be poorer than when they left home.
Three had lost money, one a watch
charm, somebody else a bunch of keys
and another a signet ring. Presently
a man sitting near the middle of the
car jumped up and said:
—By George! I have lost a scarfpine
-" 'What kind of a pin was it?' atteed
the optimist.
"'It was an opsi set in a gold bend
• of Egyptian worknetuishipe was the
reply.
-The optimist nearly dropped. Is
this it?' asked the optimist.
" 'It Is,' said the man, aud be took
the pin.
"The optimist was disheartened. lie
had lost a valuable pin and his faith
in the honesty of mankind at the saute
time, and the double blow was enough
to floor him. The cynic, although se-
cretly delighted, was puzzled.
" 'Of course.' said he, 'you can't
squeal. You've awed to let the fel-
low keep the pin, and you're bound in
tonor to do, but I'd demand an ei-
plenation if I were you. The circum-
stances are litany remarkable, and that
much is due you.'
"The optimist thought so, too, so he
went back and sat down beside the
man who had filched his pin.
•"Sire said the optimist, 'there is no
need for me to tell you that you are
an infernal rascal. You know that as
well as I do. You are aware that that
pin does not belong to you. What I
would like to enow Is how you were
able to describe it so arounatelye
"Then the optimist proceeded to re-
late his previous couverastion with the
cynic. The your raaa listened with
eeen appreciation. He did not get
mad.
'Sir,' he said; whets it came his
time to talk. 'perhaps I am not such a
villain as you Wilk. I could describe
his pin because it belongeel to me. I
lust it five years ago. I base teen look-
ing for it ever since. I knew that Ishould find it some time. In all these
years, whenever I heard of a man end-ing anything, I have butted in with a
descrietion of that piL, hoping that he
might. have it. I have been particulnr-
ly anxious to get it in the last two
years. I ant married now and I wants to get the opal set In a ring for mywife. I thank you for returning it to
"The optimist lened, but be wasnot convinced. 'I understand the sit-
uation,' ,he said, 'but I still think you.are a rum!. In my opinion you have
no right to that Din. I bought it yes-
terday in eatod fait, and I consider
thiet it belongs to mere
"Finally they submitted the question
'to the rest of the men. In ear. Opinion
was diveded. Some thought the young
man entitled to the aim others that
Diogenes had the best claim to IL"
"I am surprised," pa_ in the eonsmauler s wife, "that there should be any
"disagreement. Of courselit belonvd to
Diogenea. The ethics of the case arems plain as a pikestaff to anybody er.-••eePL that young man."
"Thanks." said the commuter. "Theft
was the paint I usuted your opinloa
There was a brief silence. Presently
the commuter's wife looked at her hus-band's flushed face, at his wilted collar.and the tie beneath.
"Why, where did yeu get teat oin?"flaw asked. "I newer saw it betore.. Anopal set in a gold band—wen, uponmy word! You don't mean to -say—""Yes," said the commuter. "I 110
I wanted the opal for you, but Mieleyou think I bave so right, to it—""Oh," said the commuter's mete,"that's different,"—%. Y. Press,
The Old Question..
"Don't you find It a little embarrass-
ing to be engaged to a widower?"
"Well, yes," admitted thr young girlfrankly, "I do. Every once in awhile
I find myself starting to ask him if I
am really the first girl he ever loved."—Louisville Courier-Journal.
Fermented Liquor.
The four states wl-1412 produeld the
largest duantitY of fermented Hotter in
1964 were New York, 1Q.691,8133 ban
eels; Pennsylvania, 6,123,986 Barrels;
Illinois, 4,1132,446 barrels, and Wiseote
Illn, 4,036,292 barrels.
AN UNTOLD STORY.
1HOW ONE LIFE ENDEI? IN
MYSTERY.
BY L K. FRIEDMAN.
They warned him' when be entered
the hospital that the operation was
werOWI, that there was but little
A of its success and that it must
ee done, so to say, t his own risk
But he heard the rgeoten verdict
'CURE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE
Six-Mile Walk Every Day Will
Servo as an Antidote for'
the Game.
without flinching, iven without any,
change of expression. Then he said,
curtly and decidedly, although Wilt
ferently, like a man to whom life is a
matter of no consequence: "Very well
go ahead."
During the week he rested in the pri-
vate ward of the hospital before the
operation the doctors, and more par-
ticularly the nurses, found in him the
element of the mysterious that beginsby piquing our curiosity and ends by
fascinating it. lie was ln the prime ol
life, evidently cultured, relined and
well-to-do; a Jew of the finest type,
oval featured, dark and strikingly
handsome—so much was apparent on
the surface of things. But all subtle
attempts to pierce beneath that sur-
face and learn more about him he
thwarted with an inscrutable smile or
turned aside with a bored look, as
his affairs were of no importance to
him and, therefore, could be of no
earthly interest to anybody else.
To Miss Marcy, the pretty Canadian
nurse who cared for him, he seemed
the most remote, the most detachedperson she had seer met in all her va-
ried professional experience. The more
she saw of him the more she wonderedwhy it was that life made no appeal to
him and had no charms for him. Be-
fore long her wonder left her and avague, inexplicable pity for him ueurp-
ed its place.
He had no visitors and furthermore
he seemed to care about none, for herejected in his polite but peremptory
way all Miss Marcy's efforts to enter-
tain him. He read nothing,, npt even
the newspapers, and lay perfecny sUll,
his big black eyes fastened on the barewall, the expression on his face fixed,Immovable and unvarying, as if his
mind were always considering the
same thoughts and were held in bond-
age by them Hke • prisoner in the fourwalls of his cell.
The day after the operation, which
proved unsuccessful, as the surgeonsfeared, his vitality ebbed low. When
the night CaMa the Interns beckoned
Miss Marcy into th, hall and said toher: "It is doubtfu: whether or not
your patient can live until morning. I
think you ought to tell him so."
She reentered the room softly, wait-
ed a moment or two and then, makingsure that she had herself firmly in
hand, started to break the mournful
news to him as gently and indirectlyas she could, but before she had fairly
begun he cut her short with a wave ohis hand and said: "I know."
"There may be somebody whom you
wish to have here." she suggested,
overawed.
Ills face, pale now as death itself,looked reflective and he gave no an-
swer. Miss Marcy, thinking he had
forgotten it, repeated her remark.
"No," he answered firmly.
"Do you wish to dictate • letter to
anybody?" she asked.
He hesitated • second, evidently pon-
dering, and then answered as before:
"No."
She waited awhile, busying herselfIn making him as comfortable as shecould under the forlorn cIrcomatancel,and then she inquired meekly, as if
afraid of a refusal in advance: "Is
there anything you want done."
"I would appreciate it," he said
eagerly in a dash of returned vitality:
"if you would brace me up against
the pillows and let me sinoke."
She attended to his request, placing
his box of black, thick cigars on the
table beside him. Ile lit one and
puffed away as coolly as if he had un-
til all eternity to finish it, his big
black eyes fastened piercingly on the
Liaise. In the semi-darkness of the
rook his cigar and his flashing black
swat made three vivid lights—two ofthem unnaturally bright
Now and then he laid amide his cigar
and moved his lips as if about to speak.
The nurse felt her heart heat quicker,knowing if he spoke be would reveal•the mystery that enwrapped him anddisclose the secret that she dreaded
but none the less longed to hear. But
he frowned, wrinkling his high fore-
lead, and fell to smoking again.
Miss Marcy suddenly became aware
that an awful battle was going on in
the dying man's heart, that some great,overwhelming desire commanded himto speak and that a pride equally mas-
terful ordered him to keep his lips
mated. This battle and the dread cir-cumstances amid which it was being
dought awed her, touched her with a*ease ,of the terrible, almost of the
supernatural.
He threw away ace half-smokedcigar to light another and another, lift-ing them away from his lips as if tobegin his ominotts confession, but the
struggle still continued, with the ad-
vantage in favor of pride, and he ut-
tered not a svord, not a syllable.
The night crept on and on as if itcomprised all time, as if it were pur-
posely delaying its end for this man
to speak. The anemia became unen-durable, oppressive, terrifying, as if itmight break any moment, without
warning, into a peal that would shake
uul foundation of the hospital.'
Kis eyes burned brighter and bright-
er, e onsuming the fires of his* life as
they burned; then suddenly, at the
approtteh of the dawn, they closed for-
ever, Ma last cigar dropped from his
mouth, An instrutable Mlle flitted
across his face as if to proclaim pride's
victory, and he passed away, taking his
secret with Wm, leaving his mystery
ausolved.--Chicaim Daily News. _
- •
Alexander Peck, a well-to-do farm-
er, three miles south of this city, be-
lieves lie has solved the football craze
with his son. Mr. Peck, reports the
Indienapolis News, has a boy of foot-
ball age, eve° attends the high school
In this city, and has for two years.
When the football mania first in-
vaded this section he was much seughtafter to Join the Alexandria team, asbe was of athletic build and possessedof heroic courage. The boy, confided
his ambition to his father, who wantedto know why he desired to join an or-
ganization that meant weekly injuryand possible frequent disfigurement."I need the exercise," was the re-
joinder; "I don't get enough exerciseto enjoy my meals."
Peck, pere, was equal to the emer-gency. "Hereafter, my son," said he."instead of riding to school in the
morning on the traction line, and homein the evening, yon can walk. If that
does not furnish you sufficient exercise,
I can find something else for you to
do in the mornings and evenings."
For almost two years, winter as well
as summer, except on rainy days, the
boy has trudged uncomplainingly to
Alexandria, three miles away, and
borne in the same way. The exercise
has been beneficial, but financially ithas been a losing game for his fatherfor the boy's appetite has grown tobe something phenomenal, as has his
growth in weight and strength, of itself
of far more value than money. Noth-
ing is ever said by the son of "lack of
exercise," and if he continues to hank-
er after membership in the football
team, he is wise enough to keep it to
himself, fearing a nightly introduceon
to a good-sized woodpile at home.
IMMENSE IRCN MINES.
Those of Canada Bid Fair to Surer-es
Any Others in the
World.
--
"Canada will yet. furnish to thit world
its iron supply. It will be jest the same
with iron as with wheat. A decade Dean
now Canada will outstrip all other coun-
tries in wheat groeing. The production
of iron at a cheaper rate than it can Le
made elsewhere will cause Canada to
Mete a similar position as far as iron is
concerned. In ten years Canada 'wee
have become a eat metallurgical coun-
try. You will see an iron industry- in
this dominion larger than in ane other
country in the world." Thus saith Dr.
P. L. T. Hernelt, the French metallurg-
ical expert, inventor of the electric
smelting process named in his honor,
Pjg iron, be Keys. is the basis for struc-
tural and other steel. "At present Can-
ada spends $50.000,000 to $60,000,000 in
uying steel abroad. The idea ought to
to make that steel in this country out
of Canadian material by the aid of
Canadian water power and Canadian la-
bor. Think of what it means! The re-
tention in Canada of $60,000.000 now
yearly spent abroad, the supplying of
the new demand for steel rails, struc-
tural steel, and other classes of the prod-
net which have arisen In consequence
of the country's development, the profit-
able sale of your surplus products in for-
eign markets, and the creation in this
country of numerous other industries
more or less dependent on iron and steel.
In Sweden the quantity of ore is suffi-
cient bp supply the markets of the world
for 100 years. I should say Canada has
three times as much."
- - - --
THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
Colorado Ranchers Come Upon a
rind That Ts Bare and
Valuable.
— —
The spectacle of 30 elk enside an in-
closure is something rarely seen in
this country, but nevertheless stich a
sight has been witnessed by several of
our ranchers recently, and within a
few miles of Pineciale, says the Denver
Republica.
Mrs. M. J. Westjall has a school sec,
lion near the head of Willow crcek,
which is entirely, fenced, making an
inclosure a mile square. This is well
up in the mountains, and recently the
gate was left open. which 'a near the
trail, with the result that the elk en-
tered. `'Unclee George Smith and
party of riders, who were out rounding
up their beef cattle, found it necessary
to ride into this pasture, and rode
right into the herd, which immediately
fled and followed the line of the fence,
making no attempt to go through.
The riders were without weapons
and contented themselves with watch-
ing the bunch for some time, and then
proceeded on their way: Ordinarily an
elk will go through barbed wire fence
and scatter it for great distances, but
this bunch did tote Great damage is
often done to the fences of ranchers
by these animals.
Johannesburg Court Finding.
Dismissed because be had married.
Jobanfiesburg bank clerk obtained
three months' Wary and ;166 for libel
contained in the letter of dismissal,
the court remarking that any agree-
ment in restraint of marriage was
Void, Immoral and contrary to public
policy.
His Happiest Hour.
Re—Do you remember the night 1
asked you to marry me?
She'—'es, dear. -
"For a whole hour we sat there, and
not a word did you speak. Ah! that
was the happiest hour of my life!"—
Echo de Paris'
His Points of View.
Nurse—See, Charlie, the stork has
brought you a nice little brother!
Charlie—Yes, that's the Way! Just
as I'm getting on in the world corn-petition begins.—Fliegende Blatta.
AN EGYPTIAN
QUICK SHAVE
"Give me a quick shave," said a man I
who had wandered into a Melange- I
looking barber shop in lower Washing-
ton.
"Yes, sair," replied the Egyptian
barber, who was stout and swarthy.
He began to unbutton the customer's
coat and waistcoat.
"Hold on! I asked for a shave," an'
claimed the customer.
"I shave you, sair," said the barber,
and calmly proceeded to hang up the
w ring apparel,
n he removed collar and tie, un-
buttoned the customer's shirt and
tucked it down.
"What are you going to do?" de-
manded the customer, now a little
frightened. "Is this the way to give
a quick shave?"
"I make you feel plenty of good,"
said the barber reassuringly.
Then he began to strop a razor like
a jackknife with a large inlaid ebony
handle containing a fan and a stiletto.
"He's going to cut my throat,"
thought the customer. "I'd better keep
quiet and perhaps I can escape. This
is a quick shave with a vengeance. I'll
lose my train, anyway."
It was one alleviation that the bar-
ber was not loquacious. He went about
his work seriously and methodically.
He poured some drops of an Boomer
ic tincture into a basin and carefully
washed the patient's chest. The next
thing was to investigate certain moles
and in one or two cases to 'pull out
hairs with a pair of tweezers and ap-
ply a dab of ointmeht.
Then taking a gilt shaving cup In-
scribed with shorthand symbols of
Arabi" he lathered the chest, shoul-
ders end lower back of the neck of the
customer and proceeded to shave with
the jackknife, which was fairly sharp.
"By the way, is thia an operation for
appencileitis?" asked the customer with
mild sarcasm. "Perhaps you think I'm
an actor going to wear a low necked
toga ia the forum scene."
"I shave good Egyptian style," re-
plied the other serenely, and fetching
a silver basin with a semi-circular
opening to fit the neck he placed it un-
der the patient's chin and hooked up
a chain around the back.
The effect in the mirror was of a de-
vice to feed infants. Its object, how-
ever, seemed to be to catch the super-
abundant thin lather that flowed in
streams from the upper lid and down
the sides of the face.
"Go ahead," spluttered the hapless
customer, noticing a clock in the mir-
ror. "You've only been at this quick
shave for 35 minutes. Do you generally
make appointments by letter?"
The face was shaved twice in the
space of 15 minutes, and the man in
the chair had hopes of escaping. He
reckoned without knowledge, for the
infants' basin continued to be yoked up
and the artist opened a box of surgical
tools.
One of these, a mirror and probe
combined, searched the eecret places of
the ear and cleaned It out. Another in,
strument shaved the Inside of the ear,
which was 4,1en seented and anointed.
The same tool did a delicate job on the
eyebrews, removing two hair @ In the
center.
"A dental surgeon, too." murmured
the almost resigned patient, as the
barher pried his mouth open. scraped
the Lack of his teeth with a small sti el
hoe and Inserting a roll of slippery elm
belle used it as a toothbrush.
The rights of privacy seemed much
exceeded when the patient's tongue
was seized by silver nippers and
scraped by another instrument.
"I fix your finger Lail in your foot?"
asked the artist at this juncture.
"No, no; you've done enough to me,"
exclaimed the customer. "Let the real
of my body alone. I suppose if I'd
asked for a hair cut, instead of a gulch
alive, you would have amputated my
leg and trepanned my skull."
"Egyptian. barber; do everyteng,"
was the calm reply. "I graduate
school in Cairo."
The concluding operations were as
orange flower scented face wash
anointings of various !torts, combing
of the eyebrows, a dry shampoo of thi
hair, with perfuming, anointing an
combine and a squirt of some ?regrew
liquid into mouth and licstrils. Al
this brought the total time for a quid)
shave up to one hour and eight min
utes.
"What bathe damitee?" said the cue
touter as he was reclothing himself.
He felt himself In fact much fresh-
ened and exhilarated after so many
and varied attentions.
"Twenty-five cents," replied the
swarthy artist, naming a higher price
than he charged to compatriots.
"Bay, that's dirt cheap," exclaimed
the American, adding a ten-cent gratu-
ity. But you ought not to advertise
it as a quick shave, old
"The quick Egytian shave," said the
barber.--Washington Post.
Servant's Long Service.
The following announcement ap-
pear@ in the Geneva papers: "M. and
Mme. Edouard Monou regretfully an-
noupce the death of their faithful serv-
ant, Mlle. Gabrielle Thornasset, who
has been In the service of our flintily
for the last 76 years in succession."
The aged servant vies 89 years old
at the time of her death.
Church Bayed from Sands.
The ancient church of St. Piran
(Cornevall),, which was recently dis-
covered in the sands at Perraa,
about to be restored. The church
stands near an ancient town of Corn-
wall, lone since lost in the sands, and
Is eonsid...red to be by lax the oldest
is the country.
CHINA GETS NO RAILROADS
Not Benefited in That Respect by
the Japan-Rusais
War.
After the war is over China finds
hefeelf in status quo as far as rail-
roads go. The war is credited with
little influence in producing the prac-
tical deadlock in railway construction
now obtaining in the eelcatial empire.
An adequate railroad system would be
a wonder worker, so great are its pos-
sibilities, but while the Chinese ap-
preciate the need of some railroading
to supplement the work of their can-
als and coolies, they have no realize
tion of the development of a country
by railroads. The amount of goods
transported by coolies and in northern
China by carts is almost beyond be-
lief. In the interior of the greater por-
tion of the country coolies and canals
carry all the freight. What this means
can be understood fairly when it isknown tlikt there is practically no
railroad service at all in the more
populous awe richest parts of an em-pire of 400,000,000 people or more.
Most of the roads are scarcely worthythe name. In the northern provinces
the traffic in carts of a rough sort
dominates the entire movement ofgoods to the seaboard. When water-ways are frozen a great part of theyear this is of necessity the case. Itis in such regions that the first holdof the railroads has come. When theempire is served at all it is served by
waterways. Along the Chinese coma
there is a series of navigable riverscoming down from the interior, aseries which has few equals the worldover, ierom the Yalu and Pei-Ho atthe north to West river, passingthrough Canton in the south, theserivers seem to be formed to reach in-land from the coast, connecting not
only the coast cities with the interiorcities, but the interior cities with eachother by way of the coast as well.About midway between the north andsouth the great Yangtse reaches farinto the interior, navigalee almost tothe western border of the empire, andby its tr:Letaries offering still furtherconnections with interior points.These streams are supplemented bycanals, large and small, until the wholeYangtse and Yellow river plains are avast network of waterways designedoriginally largely for irrigation andnow used also for transportaticn.
IN THE LEAVES OF PLANTS
Beauty and Fragrance of Infinite Va-
riety in the Myriad
Forms.
The wonderful variety in the shapeof leaves is among the ehla sources
of beauty in the world of piants, says
the London Spectator. They vary
from the "simple" egg-snaped leaf of
the laurel or the India rubber plant
to the intricate and exquisite "ela-
ting" seen in those of the maiden-hair
fern, the yellow briar-rose, the acan OFFICES: Benton. Ky.,thus, or the fig. The "cutting" in tne Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,different species of parsley is among the most etabomte of all; but it would Room 114 Fraternity Building.
be ,ttifficuit indeed to attempt to say New Phone IR. Old Phone 33.whlch is the most beautiful In form 
The wild geraniums are as elaborated
as the parsieys. In some foreign H• T. Hessig. M. D.plants the leaf has the brilliant huecommonly enjoyed only by flowers, the
poinsettias showing this in perfection
with their pure vermilion leaves at .
top of Ohs, stem. In what are known
to gardengrs as "foliage plants," main-
ly from The tropical and subtropical
regions. - eeheme of color is given as a
rule, la contrast in tint 'of the
ribs and veins of the leaves with the
tissues filling in the network so formed.
Milky white, bright yellow, crimson.
Both Phones 355or rei usually marks the framework of 
ai 
h. •ffice hours 8 to to a. m.,the leaf, while the "filling" is dark
green. In other plants this scheme of P.m. and 7 to 9 P•ornament Is reversed.
Scents and perfumes, not less deli-
cious than those distilled from flow-
ers and bloseeine, are often given out
by leaves. There are those who pike
fess to detect a purer and more dell-
St Louis and Tennessee Rive. PaLk-
cate odor in these leaf-scents than in •
et company—the cheapest and hese
the perfume of flowers; and though
this is a matter of personal taste and excusaion out of Paducah.
sensation, there is some reason to
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones aao at 'residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 a, m.; t to 3 p. m, 7 to g p.
TRUEHEA RT BUILDING.
Both phone stiff at the office, both
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 1243.
Residence, Bug Broadway,
Phone 149,
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms to, it and 12, Columbia Bldg,
PADUCAH, KY,
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, x2d
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.









Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,













DR. ROBT. J. RIVERSI2b NORTH FIFTH STREET
I to 3
agree with the; refinement of the
sense of smell. The odor of the lemon
plant, or of the leaves of musk, and.
above all, the perfume of the sweet-
brier leaves, are among the .most
"clean" and refreshing in all the cate-
gory of sweet scents.
Couldn't Find It.
The neighbors having droiSped in in-
formally upon the Suthrons during the
evening. Mreolenthron suggests that if
her husband will gather some mint from
the mint bed in the garden, she will mix
foe them a genuine Kentucky julep. Mr.
Sutnron, who has indulged in a matter
of seven or eight genuine Kentucky
juleps prier to the arrival of the guests,
goes willingly in search of the desired
garnishment for the drink. He re-
mains in the garden quite awhile, and
finally the others go out to ascertain
what causes the delay.
"Why thin't you bring the mint in,
deer?" his wife calls.
From somewhere in the darkness
comes the testy response:
"Jane, I've eaten my way twice
around .teis lot. I've chewed geranium
leaves, grass, catnip, tulips, onions, sage
and burdock, but blamed if I can find a
sprig of - mint anywhere!"—Pittsburg
Dispatch.
!'ere!
Here Is a little golf story from the
time of King James 1. Prince Henry
was about to drive off from the teeand asked his tutor to stand out of theway. The tutor did not hear, and anattendant callee-out• "Beware thatyou hit not Master Newton." PrinceHenry drew back his hand, hut ob-cerved regretfully: "Had . done so Ihad but paid my debts." •




$8.00 tor the kound
Trip to lenoessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
geed rooms, etc. Boats ,e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p.
For other information apply to Jut.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent
11.1. Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE MO NORTH FIFT11
TELEPHONES




Rome 13 and 14 Columbia Building
Old Phone Toe. ,
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,'
Attorney-at-Law,
Meta No. 5, Columbia Building.
• ••
A GUARANTEE
Is attached to every
Prescription which
leaves our etore, that
it is compounded of
Pure Drugs in atrkt
accordance with thy
demands o fthe Doc-
tor; and that it is















Mr. Harry G. Johnston yeearday
it nooe returned from 111emphi
s,-
Tenne, where he Atopped ceLr white
en ruitte home from Birmingh
ae .
Aia., where he attended the nationai
meeting of the Beavers. Ile stop-
ped over at the Bluff City for the
Elks dedication ceremonies. • Dr. C.
E. Whitesides returned from the lat-
ter plate. :II S11. both reporting very
lerge ciowds at the alemphis gather-
ing, lite-hiding hundreds of visiting
Elks. Quite aduilliant series of so-
cial affairs .,follewed the ceremonies.
Mr. Johnston statee that before
the Birmingham meeting went into
session a caaeus is as held and thtre
killed the idea of some members that
the Beavers' hedy be made a strictly
Southern organization with no lodges




, During the Elks' meeting last eve-
mug there was initiated Mr. Hobert,
of Elmwood, Intl. I-De was an ap-
plicant for membership in the lodge
of that. city, but being u ble to get
there for the degrees, th Elmwood
ric
order requested the Pad ahans to
ifiitiate him and taie was done.
Install Clubrooms.
One of the leading Ke. s of
filythias yesterday said their lodge
had fully decided to open the club
rcorns in connection with their or-
der 'here, and that the committee was
now getting up figures showing what
billiard tables, game, itvading and
writing rooms could ber installed for.
They will have a report to this ef-
fect at the gathering next Monday
night of the lodge is their hall on
Broadway near Fifth street.
Grass Mixture.
World'-s Fair lawn Grass mixture
at 13111116011'S, 423 Broadway.
Remodel Residence.
The parties occupying the Maxwell
property Col. John K. Hen4ick
- bought.' on Broadway near NItth
street, have moved out and tree new
owner is preparing to have many
Additions and MI irovements made to
the property before moving in. It
< will take a number of weeks to do
PCtiiii,,,,and pending that time his farn-
jri will still reside at Sreithland. It
'will be sometime drying April or
May elem.(' he gets into the place.
The Elusive Keyhole.
(Cleveland Leader.)
McSosh—les the little things,
that worry one the most.
Mr. McSosh—You're dead right.
it's usually easy for me to find this
Ulnae- wlitrn I come home at night,






RELIEVES THE PAJN AND
TAKES OUT SORENESS.
25c(1
-R. W. WALKER & CO. '
INCORPORATED.




HAVE ST DATE TO SELL
I)ISTILLERY.
Papers Care Here in the Big
Suwance L'uit Up at Kuttawa—
Lawy r Returns Today.
Trustees Ceoilt Reed and Arthur
Martin of ti.e Dr. If. T. Hessi
g
bankruptcy leroceeding, have s
et
Marcia teth a the day on which 
they
will sell the Hessig distillery 
in
afechaniesburg. Hessig ie trying to
compromise the claims against
and get the bankruptcy li
tigation
closed up, but so many diff
erent
thins have bin resorted to to 
gain
time, that the trustees will go ahead
preparing to sell the distillery, and
then if by r", lath of tied mo
nth
I-Des,sig has eg with his credi
tors,
he can buy e . jetillery itt himsel
f.
Otherwise it l be eolel to out-
siders. It *as sold ghee before.
Fcank Barnard ,bideling $9,700 f
or
sanee, but not being able to pay for
it after purchasin_;. that deal was
called off and a second sale will be
conducted.
Summons Served.
,Yesserday Sheriff John Ogilvie 
re-
ceived from Kuttaeva the papers in
the big emit of the Suwance Spoke
and lostriber company against Th
e
Allington and Curtis altanufacturing
eompany, which comeee up at the
eext term of court, and' is quite an
'emotant action. The documen
ts
eeere served on L. A. Boll, the former
pes1dent and manager of the Du-
%ranee concern, just before 'he was
departing for Dallas. Texas, to re
side.
He left yeetterdey' -afternoon at
o'clocliti, and !service ,v,-ac gotten by
Deputy Sheriff 'Hume Ogilvie.
Return Today.
Lawyers William Marble and J'. S.
Ross will today return from Bowling
Green. Ky. where Wednesday they
went to take depositions in the su
it
of J. D. Ren;ler agairrst I. B.
 Wilford.
Grass Mixture.
World's Fair lawn Grass mixture





Messrs Baumer Divide Between
Themselves About See.000 Worth
of Realty—Other Business.
Last evening at a meeting of the
Thomas C. Leech Investment com-
pany, the annual election of .officers
was held, with restat that the old
officials 'a4 for 
the ensuing
year. They lirlloiJathe-s VVIeille, presi-
dent; Harry Livingston. vice presi-
dent; V41liam Minnich, secretary and
Thrmea C Leech, treasurer and gen-s .
eral manager. When the company
organized last Rummer, the offidtals
then chosen were to serve until the
first of this year, 'When
aignated for the enseini
months.
The company deals mi real estate
solely. and it' bueinesa hes grown 
so
rapidly, that last night the capital
stock was ordered raised from $5,000
to $ias,000, and amended articles 
of
incorporation to this -effect 'will be




Mr. Sydney Terrelk is preparing
 to
'tart up his distillery for the su
mmer
mseechs, and, will haee things ready







Mr, Robert C. Benner, the life in-
surance man, expects to get awey
sometime !text week for the West
where he wilL locate. Ile will 
not
decide in bleb kity to install him
self
until after be has toured that 
section
of the country prospecting.
Sig Realty Division.
'afeessrs. Henry and Herm
an
Barmier, the wealthy dairman, yeste
r-
day divided equally between t
hem-
selves" their huge amount of 
real
estate they control. It is worth a
bout
$40,000„an4 lies in different sec
tions
of the city and county. The
y con-
tinue their dairy busineee 
together,




Mr. C. C. Dee, the wallpaper d
ealer
of Tird and Kentucky avenue 
is pre-
paring to move from his presen
t lo-
cation. to that now occupied by 
the
Ell Guthrie dry good g and 
notion
eetablistsment at 315 Ilroadway. 
Mr.
Guthrie will move, to 322-324 
Broad-
way throe is now used by the 
Eley
Dlry Goods company which 
is pre-
paring to move to 216 Broadway,
whore Selevrab kept until he 
broke.




s—Born, to Ur. and Mrs. By
rd






RATES FOR A NEW
FRANCHISE.
New Prices Based on Measured Ser-
vice—City to Be Paid Precen-
tage of Receipts.
t Chicago, Ill., Feb. 8.—The Chi-
cago Telephone company volunteered
to reduce its rates if the city canned
will extend its franchises. General
Manager ftliebard and Attorney John
Barton Payne made the formal prop-
osition to Mayor Dunne and the
council 'committee on gas, oil and
electric ligiht. The company also Lents, of Hopkinsville,
offers to compensate the city by a Mrs. J. B. Garber, of
percentage of itt receipts.
The representatives of the company
said the schedule of proposed rams is
a material seduction from tire--charges
now made, but is based exciusively
upon measured service. A schedule
of this sort, Mr. Hibbard explainesa
is not used in any city of this coun-
try. The company' plans to collect
its charges every time the telephone
ie, used and unlimited service will be
abolished. Toll charge, to communi-
ties within the corporate finite will
be abolished', except in the ease of
rieighborhiood or local exchange
rates. The toll in the latter cases will
be redOced from to to 15 cents a call.
Mr. Hibbard said the company de-
sired to spend $15,00o,000 in the ex-
tension and improvement of its plant,
but this is contingent on tette exten-
sion of the franchise.
Mayor Dunee expressed himself
emphatically in favor of reduction in
telephone rates and intimated that if
it was not Obtainable from the present
confennies he would advocate the en-





Witness in Force of Life Company
Investigation Gives Interest-
ing Testimony.
New Voris, Feb. a—Alleged irregu-
larities in the United States postoffice
department were the subject of testi-
mony today in the examination of the
Force of Life company. The ,postal
authorities have charged this, com-
pany with conspiracy to 'defraud
through use of the mails, Attorneys
for the defense today cross-exarnined
John S. Cooper, ,ho for two days
Past has been testifying as a wit
ness
for the prosecution, and who helped
to gather evidence against the com-
pany. In the course of his 'examina-
tion today Cooper repeated a conver-
sation which be said he had in Syra-
cuse with Virgil Neal, the then presi-
dent of the Force of Life company.
Neal, the witness said, told him that
the txestoffice department was
"crooked," and that a brother of the
attorney sf the government had core
to hirn4 Neal, with an offer to revise
his literature. This ma, Neal told
the witness, went to Gen. O'Beirne,
now president of the Force of Life
company, with a similar offer; but it
was rejected.
Arreaveing questions of the ecnntsel
for the defendants, Cooper said that
the Alien who made the offer was -a
brother of an attorney general."
"Did you gay this mart 'was
brother of a United States district
attorneiT" asked counsel for the de-
fendants.
"I said a brother of an
general," replied Cooper.
"Did he say tae man was
ington?"
"As I remember, Neal said the man
was in Chicago." said Cooper.
At this point the cast las ad-1
)(ruined until tomorrow.
After the adjournment of the hear-I
ing Lawyer JI. J. Vause, of 'counsel for 
the defendants, said that Cooper's1
testimony a4out the brother of "ea t
attorney geeral" was all news to!,
him. Cooper said he understood that
the attorney, general in the case is
TOTAL ECLIPSE. „
There was a total eclipse of
the moon last night It was
witnessed by many. A num-
ber of call: were made to The
egister.
et===1:332=1:01223ttle
no longer in office. He was assigned
to one of the departments, but which
one Cooper does- not know, he said.
Grass Mixture.
World's Fair lawn Grass mixture
at Brunson's, 423 Broadway..
PERSONAL NOTES
.1•60..A.•••••••••m3m.
My. Tiny Swift, of St; Louis, is in
thecit 
John 
y for youa visit,
Mrs. 






Capt. -jack MIcCandise has gone
to. Ohietago on business.
Lawyer Le K. Taylor and son
T un ne ey have go to Texas on busi-
ness,
Miss Louise McNamara of Wiehita,
Kane arrived yesterday to visit
Misses Ethel Brooke and Susie
Thompson.
Mrs. Bidie Campbell yesterday
went to Hopkinsville, to join Mrs.
Thomas Long. They then go for
coast.
Mk. 
months tour of the Pacific
Charles E. Gridley has gone to
Chicago, Ill., to attend the Automo-
bile show.
'Mrs, Fred Heilbron and brother,
Mr. Wsn. Rosenfeld of Atlanta. On',
are visiting Mrs. Mt Kahn of Ninth
and Monroe.
Mrs. Lee Rhodes and niece. Miss
Miss Pauline Durrett have retuned
from visiting -Mrs. T. J. Lynch of
Cairo.
Mrs. Rosie Frank 'has returned
from spending a week with Miss Ida
Davy of Owensboro.
ales, Robert Phillips has gone to
Nashvi.e. Tenn., to visit her sister.
Mrs. luniilton Parks, while their
mother, 'Mrs. John Webb, goes down
Tuesday.
.111r. William Siteith has returned
from visiting in St. Louis, and is ac-
cimmanied by Mrs. Samuel Willia
m-
eon who visits her.
Mies Verna Fickle of Herrin, Ill..
yesterday went for a visit to O
hio
county after visiting the family of
Mr. Finis Fields hese.
Mrs. M. E. Clements, of Colum-
bus, Ohio, is visiting the family of
Me. G. Z. Urrebatigh, of et6 Sout
h
Eleventh street. She is a magnetic
healer of some fame. '
Mrs. John Young and Mel. Wm
Funes, of Hopkinsville, are vieiti
ng
Dr. and Mr*. J. B. Garber, of West
Jefferson street.
Mr. Joseph Smith today goes back
to New Orleans, where he is now
'residing. He was called %roe by




WANTED--A position by a yetieg
men as bookkeeper. Addres• F.
box 644. Paducaih.
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,




:either/ay.:tad gets here Sunday
then Jaye mita Monday before skip-
ping out for Clarksville.
Brothers Had Narrow 
Es! The toe boat Harvester is still at
cape /ittsburg waiting for enough wa-
Yesterday. ter to come down here on, when she
brings heir, 1*i tow of coal for the
West Kentucky- Coal company. -
Capt. Bob Owen, of the ferryboat
Bettie Owen, yesterday said that al-
though the weather has been quite
Yesterday afterAon et 2 o'rfock
Messrs Frank and William Block of
Broad, street, had quite a narrow es-
calm from being deewneel „in Island
Creek, where they were skating on chilly at ni
ght for the past week,
the ke. still it has n
ot been cold enough to
,qgte latter broke through the ice cause the 
formation,of ice floes in
ittalowent under, but coming ,to the the river. He 
goei back and forth
top grabbed a small sapling out in many times e
ach day ou his boat
the frozen stream, and swung On. Tie and finds that th
e only ice forming
brother, started to rescue him, and is that right at the edg
e of the river
the ice broke under 'hint Both then bank, and it amount, 
to practically
clung to the tree until others could nothing.
he summoned and taken a skiff out 
for him'.
They 'were inthe water for over THE KENTUCKY
half an 'hour and nearly froze.
Males Ethel Brooks and Susie TELEPHO
NE sat
Thompvi)n yesterday returned front
visiting in Wichita, Kan.
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crap




There came out of the Tennessee
river last night the steamer Ken-
Lucky. She lays 'here until 5 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon before getting
assay on her return to that stream.
The Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo
et 8 o'clock this morning ailed re-
turns tonight.
• The Joe Fowler tomes in today
horn Evansville and leaves imme-
lc
ately on her return that way.
Dile John S. Hopkins yesterday














The new 'prhgram is replete with in-
terest, humor and knowledge, in-







and Many other exclusive timely and
superb scenes of Modern. Life and
History at Home and Abroad
PRICES:—Matinee, children 15c;
PRICES: MMatinee, childten t5c;
adults 25C Night Prices: 25c, 35c
eats now on sale
MONDA1' 'PLAT 12
•





Book and lyrics by Richard Carle.
Music by Rol. Hood Bowers
With the original New York Theatre







The cute village cue-up
Prices: 25c, 35c, soc, 75c, $Loo and
Si so.




Beginning Tuesday night and balance






Company of as alVerlittivit Mists
Presenting
An entire new lira of playa.
/thrh-Clase Vaudeville Specialties.
Illustrated songs and motion pictures
Solid carload special scenery.
Ladies Free Tuesday Night
Usual Conditions
SEATS ON SALE MONDAY
PRICES: Matinee, children tee;
Adults soc Night, zo, so and 3oc.
Box seat 5oc
•
FOR RENT—Rooms either fun- Paducah Transfer Companyished or unfurnished, at The Inn on
North Seventh !tree; a most desire-.
ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
Brooks.
FOR RENT--One furnished' room
at Eagles' Home, Sixth and/ jet oada
way. Apply at secretary's- office in
building.
FOR RENT--eFice-rooin cottage,
219 South Fifth str*et. L. G. One
FOR RENT—Unfurnished rooms
for light housekeeping at. '513 North
Sixth street; phone 1502. All mod-
ern improvements in house.
• •
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond }loose, Paducah, Ky.
Omar sOorsie4L)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery in and Monnoe
And Household Goods. fiat% 'Phones list
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Sup...
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE












PROMPT DELrVERY. BOTH PHONES 254
Foot of W
OHIO
Street. eS t Itentoc
Incorporated
 4sawriaimosomausi,
Coal Co.
e
1 te
